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Figure 2.3 SE-RF-I9. Plan of site showing excavated areas.
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Figure 2.5 SE-RF-I9. Plan for base of Layer l, Level 4, showing large oven pit.
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Figure 2.6 SE-RF-I9. Plan of base of layer 2, top of Layer 3, showing pit in southeast corner.
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Figure 2.7 SE-RF-I9. Possible posthole in base of l-ayer 2.
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tr'igure 2.10 SE RF-3. Coral rocks (possible pavemeirt) in and at base of Level 10:90-
l00cmbelow surface.
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Plate 2.1 SE-RF-l9. North side of mound looking east. Clearing mound.

Plate 2.2 SE-RF-l9. Looking north over cleared area of site.
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Plate 2.3 SE-M-19. SS-TT 48-49,looking at south-west side.

Plate2.4 SE-RF-I9. View of W-WW 48-49.
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Plate 2.5 SE-RF-3. South face of excavation

Plate2.6 SE-RF-3. West face of excavation
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CHAPTER THREE

SYSTEMS OF INTERACTION

INTRODUCTION

"Long ago our fathers thought thus
about white folk: that they were
spirits. When a ship came near, they
did not speak aloud, but very softly;
they thought the people out in the
ships would hear what they said
about them, and anyone who had
sores or was sick did not come down
to the beach lest the white folk
should see him and lay a spell upon
him."

O'Ferrall (1904:225)

"Sqnta Cruz has borne an ill name in
these latter years, and neither the
whalers of a past generation nor the
traders and recruiters ofto-day cared
to go near them; hence everything
connected with that group is new, and
the traveller,... . finds himself literally
in the position of Captain Cook a
hundred years ago... ."

Coote (1883:l l7).

In this chapter, the principal historical and anthropological sources relevant to the

historic period are reviewed for information about interactions between local peoples

and visitors to these islands, in particular those occasions during which materials

changed hands. (Appendix 3.1 provides an outline of the historic period in the Reef-

Santa Cruz sequence, that is from A.D. 1595 onwards, and introduces these sources). In

the terms of Anthony's (1990) migration structures, the Spanish excursion was a long-

range population movement. The extended seasonal visits of missionaries, episodes of
anthropological fieldwork, and the Europeans residing on Vanikoro for the timber trade

might be encompassed within his category of circular movements - visits of short

duration with the intention of retuming home. The other visitors, who stayed from a

few hours to a few days, are more diffrcult to characterise in his schema, and weren't

immigrants at all, yet they were involved in material exchanges.

The narratives allow us to examine the conduct and import of interaction between

peoples with trwo very different social and economic systems and world views, to see

how these interactions actually worked, and what outcomes they effected - whether

they transformed or reinforced cultural traditions, and whether these encounters left a

linguistic or biological signature as well as a material one. Obviously these local

encounters with visiting Europeans were not the only locus of engagement with

Europeans, but they are occasions that are accessible through the narratives, and they

are instructive. Most of the encounters referred to in this chapter are with non-trading
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vessels because I could not locate comparable information about itinerant or resident

traders.

Noticeably absent from the first-hand accounts of these cross cultural encounters are

any histories, oral or written, by the Reef-Santa Cruz people themselves - I know of

none save the meagre statement cited at the beginning of this section. When we

compare the two statements, we can appreciate how regrettable this lack is. They

express irreconcilable views about power relationships between the two peoples. The

local version is framed in the now familiar formula - mere mortals were wary of the

Europeans who came from the spirit realm, and possessed supernatural, potentially

dangerous, powers. This statement is likely to be more informative about the

relationship existing between Europeans and locals at the time it was recorded than

about the actual response of indigenes to early visits by foreigners. (See, for example,

Dureau 2001 for a discussion of the trope of supernatural origins, and historically

situated variations of first contact stories). Coote's statement clearly contradicts any

suggestion of submissiveness to Europeans. On the contrary, the locals had earned such

an "ill" reputation that Europeans were deterred from visiting these islands. In the

absence of first-hand accounts from the Islanders, we can infer what they made of the

European intrusion into their world from their actions, to some degree. As we shall see

as this chapter progresses, their actions are eloquent, and speak to self-assertion rather

than powerlessness, active engagement rather than avoidance, and courage rather than

timidity.

Modelling interaction

As discussed in Chapter One, there may be discrepancies between the kinds of
explanation sociocultural anthropologists can advance based on observation, and

explanations that are supportable based on archaeological evidence. One such case

arises in the context of migration problems, and relates to the difficulty archaeologists

have in differentiating cultural change arising from small-scale social interactions such

as marriage or trade from larger-scale processes such as the arrival of migrants.

Although interaction and contact are terms widely invoked by archaeologists to explain

cultural change, "it is futile to try to reconstruct the social circumstances of prehistoric

trade in anything like the terms of ethnographic research" (Leach 1978:404, and see

Sheppard 2004). Archaeologists typically study interaction in two ways. The first is

through stylistic similarities (often in pottery), although the interpretation of such

similarities is difficult because ethnohistoric and sociocultural studies show that the

degree of stylistic similarity does not reflect the level of interaction (see discussion in

Summerhayes 2000:30; Barth 1969; Hodder 1977,1979). The second method focuses

on sourcing objects of non-local origin, and analysis of the archaeologically accessible
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parulmeters of exchange networks, such as their magnifude, frequency, temporal

dwation, and complexity (e.g. Green and Kirch 1997; Weisler 1997).

A much more nuanced understanding of relationships between communities, and the

role that objects moving between communities play in sustaining those relationships,

can be advanced by sociocultural anthropologists. They have observed that exchanges

between Pacific communities are much more than straightforward market-based

economic transfers, but rather constitute networks of obligation, competition, and

alliance in which people are enmeshed. O'Hanlon (2000:8) stated that social life in
Melansia "is renowned for being constituted through material transactions". Thomas

(1999:284) contrasted the European construction of nationhood and identity as

something people have, with a (generalised) Pacific view in which

" there were no societies; there were only gifts and debts, relations of
descent and maniage, only a dialectic between genealogy and alliance,
locality and exchange. If social life is govemed by exchange, identity is
never a possession. It is rather a relation or a transaction."

I have found it useful to think about the interactions between Reef-Santa Cruz peoples

and Europeans that are described in the historical narratives in terms of Firth's (1964)

discussion of "social participation" between island communities using the "symbiotic

relationship" between the inhabitants of Tikopia and Anuta. Social relationships

between communities might range anywhere from hostility to friendship or

indifference, and vary in complexity from simple trade exchanges to inter-marriage, or

"attributions to responsibility for sorcery" (Firth 1964:88). By social participation he

meant the extent to which members of one community participated in the social life of
the other, through intermarriage, residence, participation in ceremonies, and fulfilling

social obligations for hospitality. As the Tikopia and Anuta example showed,

frequency of communication does not determine the extent of social participation

between island communities. Relatively few people ever visited the other island, and

those visits might be months or years apart. But when a visit was made, it was a

situation of intense contact in which " ... greeting, feasting, exchange are all of a very

active and involved kind" (Firth 1964:127-128). He contrasted this situation with that

between Vanikoro and the Banks Islands, between which there had been frequent

voyaging, "but little social penetration, presumably owing to the considerable

differences in culture, and in social structure" (1964:95).

In this chapter I look at two systems of interaction that entailed the movement of
material goods between parties - the local trade system that operated within the Reef-

Santa Cruz Islands, and the conduct of encounters between local people and European
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visitors, as documented in the historical accounts. A brief sunmary from historical

sources of interactions and exchanges between visiting Europeans and inhabitants of

Santa Cruz and the Reef Islands for the period from A.D. 1595 - 1935 is located in

Appendix 3.2. The location, duration and tenor of meetings are detailed in the

Appendix, as are the kinds of objects that passed between the two parties.

REEF - SAIITA CRUZ ECONOMIC SYSTEM PRIOR TO EXTENSIVE
EUROPEAI\ INFLUENCE

Geographic scope and organisation

Before European influence became extensive, the northem Santa Cruz Islands (Santa

Cruz, Main and Outer Reefs and Taumako) participated in a highly interdependent,

integrated trading system (Davenport 1975a:73). This system articulated with Vanikoro

and Utupua (the southern Santa Cruz islands). Because of the different island

ecologies, resource inequalities existed between communities, but these were

accommodated within this system through the development of specialisations or skills

based to a considerable extent on the resources peculiar to each environment

(Davenport 1975a:73). However, other specialities unrelated to ecology were also

practised, such as training hunting dogs, weaving, or canoe building (Davenport

1962a:97). The economic network redistributed scarce resources to areas that needed

them, but the goal of participants was to make a profit. Davenport (1964a:63) reported

that.

'Tt]he word used in all languages for specialty, as that concept is used

here, carries the additional meaning of a skill from which one derives
wealth or profit as contrasted with all skills necessary for subsistence only.
Wealth amassed through these specialties and commerce is expended in
bride-prices, maturation feasts, rituals, and entertainments, to whose
organizers accrue obligations, prestige, and authority."

Trading expeditions were organised largely (but not exclusively) through men's house

organisations, which were linked by trading alliances to associations in other villages or

islands (Davenport 1964a:87, 1969:178). Usually a goup of canoes would make the

trip, but individuals or partnerships might also do so (Davenport 1972a:52). The host

house was expected to purchase most of the goods offered for sale, whether or not they

were actually needed (Davenport 1969:214). The transactions took place in the men's

house, in which safe accommodation was also provided for the visiting party

(Davenport 1969:178). No information is given as to the regularity of trading episodes,

their duration, or the actual numbers of participants.
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I know of only one observation of local traders in action that suggests that some

occasions of trade might be dangerous. This was recorded by Knibbs (1929) who was

sent to survey the Lever's property in Graciosa Bay. The information may be second

hand, from the trader Matthews who accompanied him. The exact date of this visit is

unclear, but probably in the early twentieth century. Knibbs (1929:28) wrote:

'The Santa Cruz natives are very excitable, and a frequent occurrence at a
meeting between two tribes for purposes of barter was for one suddenly to
discharge a shower of arows at the other! Something or other had alarmed

them. The other side of course lost no time in retaliating. Then each would
collect their opponents' atrows from the ground and retum home. There

were but few casualties."

Goods were not usually banered for, but sold for a standard currency (coils of red

feather money), which was made by three groups of hereditary specialists on Santa

Cruz (Davenport 1962a:97). The value was measured relative to pigs and bride price

(Davenport 1962a:l0I). The bride price at the time of his field observations was ten

units of crurency of graded value, the first having the highest quality, and the tenth

having minimal value. Each roll of currency was worth twice the value of the one

below it on this graded scale, and the different grades had different pig equivalents.

The most valuable coils (rolls l-5) were called "porkers" because an adult pig suitable

for a feast could be purchased with them. The coils of lesser value (rolls 6-10) were

called "sucklings" because they would purchase smaller pigs only (Davenport

1962a:102).

Range of goods and senices provided

Santa Cruz maintained the most highly diversified range of craft specialities, many of
which were practised exclusively by those who had acquired related supernatural

powers by inheritance or purchase. Santa Cruz was the principal producer of surplus

food (especially taro and yam) which was traded with the Main Reef Islands, (which

were never self-sufficient in staple foods), and thence on to the Outer Reefs and

Taumako (Davenport 1969:174). The Main Reef Islands also received "many kinds of

manufactured objects" from Santa Cn:z (1969:174). Certain areas of Santa Cruz

specialised in shark fishing and pig breeding (see Davenport 1962a:96 - "economic

map").

Exclusivity and association with supernatural powers were not features of production

on the Main Reef Islands. The specialities there included shark catching and turtle

netting (which provided important feast food for consumption on Santa Cruz), and

exporting pigs and hunting dogs. Smoked desiccated breadfruit (nabo) might also be

provided to Santa Cruz (Davenport 1969:176-177). For some specialities, raw
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materials or tools had to be acquired from Santa Crvz. Decorated woven arm bands

were made in the Main Reefs, the fibre for which was imported from the mountainous

districts of Santa Cruz. Similarly, the volcanic grind stones used in making small beads

from Conus shell also had to come from Santa Crvz, and trees for the canoes made by

Main Reef Island men might also be obtained from there. The Main Reef Islands also

had a few weavers and men able to repair feather currency (Davenport 1969:175).

According to Davenport (1969:174), the Main Reefs always operated with a trade

imbalance, which was redressed by exporting women, "the most valuable commodity of
all" (Davenport 1964a:63). The movement of women within the economic system was

in fact well demarcated. While women might relocate within Santa Cruz as brides or

concubines, they never left the island. Concubinage was apparently not practised in the

Outer Reef Islands (the meaning is not quite clear) (Davenport 1972a:86), on Taumako

(Davenport 1968b:l7l), or on Utupua or Vanikoro (Davenport I968a:236), but women

moved between the Reef Islands, and between Taumako and the Reefs, as brides, for

whom bride price in the form of feather currency was paid. The movement of women

(as brides) away from the small and under-resourced Outer Reef islands was an

important mechanism by which the population there was regulated (Davenport

I975a;75, 112). Women came to Santa Cruz from the Main Reefs as either brides or

concubines, the price for a concubine being ten times the usual bride price (Davenport

1964a:64).

The people of Taumako constructed large sailing canoes, te puki, which they sailed to

the Outer Reefs, carrying cilrgoes of sago flour, and small paddling canoes in which

they returned home (Davenport 1964a:62). The large canoes and sago were purchased

by the people from Nifiloli, Pileni and Nukapu, who sailed the canoes around the

group, transporting passengers and trade goods, including small pigs (Davenport

1972a:17-18, 68). The main imports to these islands were root crops (Davenport

1972a:68). The Nupani Islanders didn't use the te puki, which were too large for their

cargoes, but made a smaller version, with which they moved fine plaited work (sleeping

mats, betel and food baskets), live turtles, smoke-dried shark meat, dehydrated fish,

sennit, and other products to the Main Reefs and Santa Cnn (1972a:24). In return they

wished to acquire plants that they were unable to grow such as taro, yams and betel

ingredients, which were desirable for important social occasions (Davenport 1972a:19).

Utupua and Vanikoro did not use feather money, but relied on two other forms, which

came from restricted non-local sources. Ground shell discs for strands of shell money

were obtained only from a district on the south coast of Santa Cnu, or from two

villages in the Main Reefs. The less valuable currency of loom woven fabric of banana

fibre could only be obtained from a few places on Santa Cruz. They also sought.urows

with poisoned tips of human bone, and prepared turmeric. For these objects,
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Vanikoroans and Utupuans exchanged the red feathers required to make feather money

(Davenport 1964a:64,1968a:213} as well as taro and canarium almonds, and puddings

of these products (Davenport t972a:68). Utupua also supplied hunting dogs to Santa

Cruz (Davenport 197 2a:68).

Age of the local economic system

Davenport documented how, under European influence, the importance of the local

economic system declined. Manufactured goods became preferred to locally produced

ones, and cash became increasingly important. Concubinage was prohibited, removing

an important mechanism by which residents on the Main Reefs extracted feather money

from Santa Cruz. However, red feather crrrency was still in use at the time of
Davenport's fieldwork, and was still the only acceptable medium for bride price, good

pigs and some forms of labour (Davenport I962a:95). Nupani still carried out trading

voyages because it could not be self sufficient.

It is difficult to determine how long the economic system had existed in its

ethnographic form. A few European observers recognised that production of some

items was hig$y localised (e.g. D'Obrenan (1939 129} O'Ferrall (1908:27), Speiser

(1913:283), Wilson (1932:135)), but these accounts are all relatively late. The products

of the trade network present numerous difficulties for archaeological identification.

The sources of many of the raw materials involved are not highly localised, so the

materials themselves are not informative as to specific place of origin. Many of the

products, and the feather crurency, are organic materials, and leave no archaeological

signature. The red feathers were obtained by plucking live birds, so their bones are

unlikely to appear in midden. Montgomery (1896:126) was informed by Forrest that the

red feather money was a relatively new innovation, which "... has only come into

existence during the last thirty years, within the memory, that is, of living persons".

Although a higher survival rate can be expected for shell products, their forms are not

usually described in sufficient detail in the literature to permit confident identification

archaeologically. ) claimed manufacturing shell armrings and shell breastplates were

village specialities, but these represent a small proportion of the range of items made

from shell. Archaeological evidence for specialist manufacturing sites comes only

from the Mateone dance circle site, where worked Trochus was found associated with

a structure interpreted as a men's house, and dated "sometime between the l4th and

lSth centtries A.D." (McCoy and Cleghorn 1988:110-1l l).

CONTACT WITH VISITING EUROPEANS

In the local trading system described by Davenport, alliances existed between traders in

different men's house organisations. For most of the 300 years during which European
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foreigners visited these islands, they arrived sporadically, were not expected, and had

entered into no alliances, although on occasion the Cruzians sought to rectifu this. As

discussed in Appendix 3.1, the missionaries as a group were an exception.

There are obvious shortcomings in the data included in Appendix 3.2. Firstly, it is
comprehensive in its coverage of the range of vessels visiting the are4 but it is not an

exhaustive catalogue. Secondly, whether or not it represents an accurate inventory of

things exchanged depends on the precision of the recorder. For example, Waite's

publication (1937) of the Brenchley collection includes many items not enumerated in

Brenchley's own narrative (1873); and Dillon tends to be specific about the kinds of
foods he was offered, but refers to other unspecified "trifles" (Dillon 1972U8291:291).

Thirdly, the geographical coverage is heavily weighted towards experiences with the

inhabitants of Santa Cruz.

The conduct of meetings

The reactions of indigenes to foreign visitors were rather unpredictable as Appendix 3.2

shows, and varied from place to place, until some time around the 1880s (or perhaps a

little earlier). For the most part, the behaviour of the Cruzians does not suggest that

they differentiated between their visitors on the basis of nationality or occupation,

although they learned to be wary of the Administration's fire power, and to expect

punishment for threats against the govemment (MacQuarrie 1946; von Tolna

1903:283-284). As is shown in Appendix3.2, not unsurprisingly, some places were

visited more frequently than others (e.g. Graciosa Bay and Carlisle Bay where safe

anchorage and fresh water were available).

In general, the reception given the foreign vessels varies but not in any predictable way

related either to the location visited or the season of the visit, and suggests curiosity

rather than awe or timidity. The first Cruzians to view the Spanish were more curious

about them than frightened, were inquisitive about their vessels, and willing to offer

food. Nevertheless, the first encounter ended violently (Markham 196711904):39). The

first Cruzians seen by Carteret motioned for him to leave (Carteret 1965:170). A more

promising meeting, at which a shore party was invited into a communal house,

deteriorated subsequently when Master Simpson demanded that a coconut tree be cut

down, despite objections from the locals. Unsurprisingly, this aroused local hostility.

Carteret was doubly frustrated. He judged that he was ill supplied with trade goods and

so was unlikely to restore the relationship with the locals by this means (Hawkesworth

1775:290). Secondly, the sickness of many on board, including a reculrence of his own

gastric ailment, meant that supplies could not be procured by force (1775:294). He

succeeded in obtaining water, protecting the party by covering fire, and in making
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repairs to the hull, but he left an ill-tempered journal, vowing that had he been in better

health, he "would have taught these people better manners to strangers" (Carteret

1965:170).

The instructions issued to D'Entrecasteaux referred to the difficulties experienced by

Carteret, and suggested that they may have resulted from "a duty of vengeance"

inherited by the descendants of those who had suffered at the hands of the Spanish

(Homer 1995 169, and see p.166). However, D'Entrecasteaux's experience in A.D.

1793, sailing along the southem coast of Santa Cntz, was very different from Carteret's.

His ships were welcomed from the beginning, and he received a number of invitations

to land. Only one violent incident mared his four day visit. He also had a rare

encounter with women, who came to the water's edge to try and dissuade the watering

party from leaving (Labillardidre l97l [800]:433). In A.D.1827, Dillon was also well

received everywhere except by some locals from Malevy village, who shot two arows

at him from their canoes (1972U829j:29$. He may have benefited from the presence

on board of a Tikopian who had contacts with Santa Crvz. De Tromelin had many

exchanges with the locals in A.D. 1828, and praised their gentleness (Domeny de

Rienzi 1863:411). Two contacts with whaling vessels (in 1828/1829) involved

skirmishes, although later ones did not (Bennett 1987:351 Appendix 1). In A.D.1834,

the inhabitants of one Cruzian village attempted to avoid any dealings with the trader

Monell by moving inland. He pursued them and they eventually threatened to attack

the visitors. The captain dazzled the "chief' using a mirror to direct the sun into his

eyes, and the rest were diverted by fire crackers and went back into the forest (Jacobs

1844:232)

Patteson's party was attacked in Otivi village in A.D.1864, but Brenchley had a

remarkably successful artefact buying session near Graciosa Bay in A.D. 1865. On this

occasion, Lt. Meade on the Curaqoa commented on the Cruzians' enthusiasm for

bartering (Waite 1987:90). Moresby had uneventful visits to Byron and Carlisle Bays

in A.D.1871, yet this was the year that Bishop Patteson was murdered at Nukapu. The

inhabitants of Nukapu were understandably edgy when Markham visited in the naval

steamer Rosario that same year, but he was received amiably by residents of Byron Bay

who came in large numbers to the vessel to trade (1873:159-160). Four years later

Goodenough was mortally wounded in Carlisle Bay.

The tension that surrounds these earlier encounters is not confined to the foreigners.

There are reports of canoes approaching vessels to investigate their occupants, but

keeping a safe distance (Labillardidre l97lll800l:427, 428), and locals being reluctant

to board the foreign vessel (Dillon 1972118291.29; Labillardidre 1971[1800]:427).
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Markham (1873:160) remarked on the good temper of Byron Bay inhabitants, who

nonetheless were "alarmed at every movement on board the ship" and didn't want him

to remain there too long. Canoes quickly moved away from Dillon's ship when he

started using his sextant (Dillon 1972118291:309).

It is not always clear in these accounts why violence should have erupted. Certainly the

locals were prepared to defend their homes and property, as the events of the Spanish

visit well demonstrate. Injuries to Carteret's men were inflicted because of another

attack on property, md assaults by the Cruzians following this event appear to

constitute a concerted effort to get him to leave. They were also ready to punish

affronts to their behavioural code. Montgomery stated that the inhabitamts of Carlisle

Bay on Santa Cruz "could not be relied upon if we did anything which offended them

through ignorance of their customs" (1896:146). It is possible that Patteson's death

resulted from a misunderstanding of local protocol. Forrest's investigations into his

death suggest that he caused offence by offering two men presents incommensurate

with their respective status (Hilliard 1978.69). This version differs greatly from that

promulgated by the Mission, which sees Patteson's death as retribution for the

abduction of five islanders by a labour recruiter. Similarly, Goodenough's visit in

Carlisle Bay went well enough, but he may have made an error in protocol when he quit

one village, and then retumed to it from the direction of an enemy village (Montgomery

1896:147). However, it is also possible that Europeans misread warning signals for

attack. After their initial inspection of the Spanish vessels and offering food to their

occupants, the locals "sent many ilrows into the sails and on other parts of the ship,

without doing any harm" (Markham 1967190a139). The Spanish responded with the

arquebus, inflicting injuries and death. A landing party from Carteret's expedition was

shot at, the arrows "happily went over the boat without doing any mischief'

(Hawkesworth 1775.285). The Cruzians moved off into the bush, and Carteret's men

claimed that their retaliatory fire did not injure anyone. In both these cases, it seems

unlikely that the Cruzians could have missed their targets, had their intention been to

inflict injury.

The European reaction to threats (real or perceived) was generally swift and deadly.

Although Mendarla intended to stay permanently, this did not motivate the Spanish to

use their weapons sparingly. And while many of the subsequent encounters between

locals and Europeans were transient - sometimes lasting only a matter of a few hours -

the military men in particular were mindful that events that occurred while they

acquired their water, supplies or information established precedents for later encounters

between indigenes and other voyagers. The justification for many acts of violence by

Europeans was not response to an immediate threat, but the need to forestall a potential
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future threat to other Europeans which might result should some unruly act go

unpunished. This was the rationale for Goodenough's burning of eight or nine houses

in Carlisle Bay, after he was attacked there (Goodenough 1876:347). It also explains

why Markham fired upon Nukapu, and then bumed the village. Severely criticised for

his actions, he defended himself by arguing that he was not punishing the villagers for

Patteson's death - action which the Mission had asked specifically should be avoided.

Rather, Markham was determined that the Nukapuans, who had enticed his boats to

land and then fired at them, should not think that they had "bested" a man-o-war

(Markham I 873: 147-l 55).

It is in some ways hard to assess how effective the European strategy of force actually

was. Shineberg (1971) drew attention to the relative inefficiency of European handguns

in engagements conducted in the conditions found in Melanesia, and to the protection

afforded the Spanish by their shield bearers, an advantage not enjoyed by later visitors

who did not use this defence. She used Carteret's difficulties in Santa Cruz to show just

how vulnerable Europeans were when outnumbered, and lacking protection against

rurows (1971:67). The European arsenal included more than handguns, however.

They were prepared to burn houses and villages (as discussed above), and to use ship's

canon, giving them an advantage in range. Carteret succeeded in making repairs to his

ship and replenishing water because he used ship's guns as well as firearms to provide

covering fire. Markham also fired guns from his ship, although he missed Nukapu

completely (1873).

The locals were not easily cowed. The Spanish had demonstrated to the Cruzians that

their arrows would not penetrate the Spanish shields, so the locals learned to aim their

rurows at the parts of the body left unprotected. They also tried to make their own

shields to defend against arquebus shot (Markham 1967119041:91), an innovation that

did not last. The destruction in A.D.1871 of the village in Nukapu where Patteson was

killed didn't stop Cruzians attacking Goodenough in A.D.1875. Furthermore,

Europeans living on Santa Cruz were subject to attack much later than this. Von Tolna

encountered the HMS Royalist in Graciosa Bay in A.D.1895, its mission being to

punish the locals for trying to kill a missionary (von Tolna 1903:283). Traders living at

Graciosa Bay were saved by the Bishop's intervention (Beattie MS:17). As late as

A.D.t924125, District Officer MacQuarrie, while making his inspections, took the

precaution of arming his policemen before entering some Cruzian villages (1946:.152).

The only foreigners not predisposed to employ violence were the missionaries, although

perhaps here, as elsewhere, the locals associated them with the administration and its

warships (Hilliard 1978:109). The collaboration between Mission and administration
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is illustrated by Montgomery's (1896:2\ statement concerning the Santa Cruz group;

"They are also by far the most excitable of any of these races; and warships exercise a

wise discretion in attempting few landings, except in the company of some member of
the Mission" In pursuit of their long term objectives, however, the missionaries

sought a different kind of relationship, one which proceeded from an understanding of
local customs. Of all the foreign visitors, they seem to have made the most concerted

attempts to meet the locals' expectations for the conduct of trade, so far as they could

understand them. Appendix 3.2 shows that they were received routinely in the men's

houses (or altematively in the spirit house). The regularity of their visits and the

extended periods of residence differentiate them from other visitors.

After A.D.1880, the reception of foreign vessels as illustrated in Appendix 3.2 is

regularly enthusiastic, although the large number of missionary accounts included for

this period may skew the evidence. Certainly, the violent reputation of the Cruzians

persists after this time. Those on board HMS Royalist expressed surprise at von Tolna's

presence in such a dangerous place when they met him in Graciosa Bay in A.D.1895

(von Tolna 1903:282-283). There is still a notable discrepancy between the eagerness

of locals to trade and the anxiety level of some Europeans on the other side of the

transaction. Dewar (1892:251)wrote:

"Very little is known about this island, from the fact of so few traders

visiting it, owing to the bad reputation which the natives bear. I myself
was strongly urged by Captain P. of the H.M.S. Lizard not to venture upon
the island, but I must confess that I found the natives exceedingly civil in
their treatment of me. There is no doubt, however, that they are the most
treacherous and dangerous savages in the Pacific; and I believe that I owed
my reception to the sight of our machine-guns, from which they took us

for a man-of-war schooner."

And Beattie, a passenger on the Southern Cross in A.D. 1906, remarked, "Fancy if
these people took it into their heads to attack the ship. They are all well armed and are

deadly shots. There wouldn't be a ghost of a show for us" (Beattie MS:16).

The inhabitants of Santa Cruz were also regarded warily by other Pacific Islanders.

When a labour recruiting vessel visited Port Swallow (near Cape Byron, on Santa Crw)

in A.D.1886, the locals were keen to trade and "hundreds of canoes" surrounded the

anchored ship. This caused alarm among the recruits and retums from other islands who

were on board the vessel, who armed themselves and took to the rigging (Rannie

1912:173-176). Trade was conducted for different items (see Appendix 3.2), and the

locals remained on board until after sunset. The following morning, when another

flotilla of canoes approached the vessel, the Islanders on board again armed themselves
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against the Cruzians, and sought safety in the rigging and hauled-up boats. The decks

were "crowded with savages", who stayed all day, trading and exploring the ship

(Rannie l9l2:17 3 -17 6).

The foreigners appealed to European standards of manners and honesty when

describing their transactions. Carteret said explicitly that he would have taught the

Cruzians better manners to strangers had he not been ill (1965:170). Instances of theft

or dishonest dealing were recorded, sometimes with annoyance (Labillardidre

1971[1S00f:428, Rannie l9l2:174), and the missionaries routinely secured the

Southern Cross against theft before locals boarded (O'Ferrall 1908:7). Honest

behaviour was also remarked upon (Labillardidre l97l[1800]:432), Moresby

pronouncing himself surprised that the seller offered to retum trade goods for a fowl

that escaped from its purchaser (1876:87).

Venue for exchanges

Exchanges carried out through the local economic system took place in the men's

house, and there are some examples in Appendix 3.2in which foreigners also were

received into a men's house, or a 'house'. The Spanish knew of a house for communal

use in each village (Markham 1967119041:52), but tell us little about its function.

Carteret's men were taken to a communal house in A.D.1767 (Hawkesworth 1775:291),

a rather rare instance of someone on a short visit being received in this way. The

custom became more established in the later period.

Many interactions with strangers follow quite a different pattern. They were either

unwilling or unable to land, and were reluctant to venture far inland from the shore, and

Appendix 3.2 demonstrates how adaptable locals were to each situation - they traded

on the beach, or from canoes (in small or large numbers) in which they went out to

meet foreign ships, and sometimes boarded a visiting vessel. Even on their own ships,

the foreigners sometimes felt uneasy. They became alarmed when flotillas of canoes

assembled around them. Dillon reports being "apprehensive" that some of those

gathered around might try to board from their canoes (1972U8291:293), and von Tolna

was so overwhelmed at the number of canoes that he threw a stick of dynamite to

disperse them, a tactic allegedly also employed by warships (1903:278).

Participants in trade

From the very large numbers of canoes and local people who assembled around visiting

ships, it can be inferred that those gathered must have come from several villages.

(Markham (1873:160) observed that they came from different parts of Santa Cruz to

gather at Byron Bay). There is evidence for consultation and competition between local
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people on different occasions. The Cruzians who assembled in canoes arotrnd the

Spanish vessels discussed what action they should take (Markham 1967[904]:39);

those who sold bows to D'Entrecasteaux's ship were shongly reprimanded by their

companions (Rossel 1808:376). Lamoa displayed his new clothes to his watching

companions (Dillon 1972U8291:299), and Dillon was prompted by locals to make a

present of a "tokey" (metal adze) to the priest/magician (Dillon 1972118291:303).

Dewar (1892:250-251) remarked on how long it took to complete a transaction because

of consultations between the vendor and observers.

Not all the discussions were amicable, however. Brenchley (1873:247) recorded the

competitive disposition of locals gathered around the Curagoa in A.D.1865 :

"These natives seemed the most excitable people, up in a moment. The
men of two canoes alongside had a row together, because they were
pushing each other out of their places. One hit the bow of the other's canoe

with a club, the latter took up his bow and arrow, and, I think, if the other
had pushed his canoe again, he would have shot him."

Markham also recorded a dispute breaking out between locals. The canoes abandoned

the ship and returned to shore, where most of their occupants aligned themselves into

two factions. Arrows were exchanged between the two sides, and those remaining in

canoes contributed a few extra shots. Markham did not know what had caused the

fracas, but "we imagined it was due to some article received from the ship in cotrse of

trade" (1873:16l-2).

Women are relatively invisible in these encounters, particularly so in the earlier period.

Labillardidre recorded women waving at his boat crew to attempt to dissuade them from

leaving (197I[1800]:433), and women and children boarded Moresby's vessel

(1876:86). Girieud and Herrenschmidt reported that the locals of the Reef Islands

were happy to receive European visitors, and that the women and children would

approach and rifle through their pockets (1898:108). Otherwise, examples of women

participating in exchanges are very rare. Some missionaries, and those travelling with

them, were introduced to the wives of chiefs (e.g. Coote 1883:98). Montgomery

exchanged mats for tobacco with the women of Taape (1896:144). Only one instance

where sexual favours were offered to strangers has been found in the literature, and this

did not occur until A.D.1921. At Mohawk Bay (Main Reefs), Dr Lambert observed a

young man "selling the services of his fianc6e to our sailors" (Lambert 1941:108). Dr

Lambert understood that a group of men had collaborated to amass the bride price, and

that it was the local custom to rent the woman out to recover this cost. It seems more

likely that she was a concubine, rather than an intended bride.
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Communication strategies - words, signs, and interpreters

In the local economic system described by Davenport, the active traders on Nupani

were fluent speakers of the Main Reefs language and one of the Santa Cruz languages

(Davenport 1972a:20). Few Europeans ever developed competence in the non-

Austronesian languages of Santa Cruz and the Main Reef Islands. Montgomery would

not even attempt to read the Confirmation service in one of the Cruzian dialects,

describing the local language as "more like the jabbering of a monkey than that of any

other spot" (1896:127).

The commtrnication strategies employed by the Spanish will be discussed first.

Occasional words were learned by both sides. Cruzians learned to say "amigo"

(Markham 1967119041:41-42,44-45), and the Spanish understood Malope's invitation

to eat with him, and "some other words" (Markham 1967tI9041:73). Malope and

Mendafia exchanged ntlmes, at Malope's instigation, and he was able to convey to

Mendafra his status as Jauriqui (Markham 1967|9041:a1). The Spanish were

sufficiently frustrated at their inability to learn the local language that they despatched

an armed party to kidnap some boys in order to teach them theirs, and were attacked in

the process (Markham 1967[190a]:86). Quiros described how a boy, Miguelillo, was

brought to Santa Cruz from an island adjacent. "After he knew our language" the boy

was able to convince Quiros that his home island produced pearls (Markham

1967119041:499).

Much was achieved by signs and gestures - signs of peace, (one variant of which

involved waving a flug, a gesture which the Cruzians also used) (Markham

1967119041:92); invitations to drink (Markham 196711904):74) or to shoot birds with

an arquebus (Markham 1967119041:74); requests to carry food for the Spanish

(Mark*ram 1967L19041:75); and remonstrations over the buming of Malope's village in

retaliation for an attack which he had not perpetrated and to invite the Spanish to

participate in punishing those who were responsible (Markham 1967U9041:43-44).

The Cruzians imitated the religious devotions of the Spanish, showing reverence to a

cross and then carrying it to their village (Markham 1967119041:5a). The Spanish

demonstrated the use of ftvors and scissors "at all which they rejoiced and were

astonished" (Markham 1967U9041:42), and consented to be examined to satisS

curiosity about the newcomers: "They also found out what was under the men's clothes

and, being undeceived, they played monkey tricks, such as those used by the natives of

the first islands" (Markham l967l90al:a\.

However, the linguistic legacy of the Spanish visit is minimal. Dillon was invited by a

Cruzian to visit his "Pueblo", causing him to speculate that this might have been where
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Mendarla had built his town (Dillon 1972118291:309). Domeny de Rienzi reported that

Carteret thought the Cruzians had retained a number of Spanish words (Domeny de

Rienzi 1863:410), but the statement is not referenced and I cannot locate it.

Later accounts describe signs made by foreigners and locals - of peace and friendship

(Hawkesworlh 1775:285; Marldram 1873:148); to invite visitors to come ashore

(Labillardidre 1802:261,263-264, 271; MarLham 1873:148), or instruct them to go

away (Carteret 1965:160n3; Jacobs 1844:232). There seems to have been remarkably

little misunderstanding about their meanings. There are also reports of gestures

performed by the locals that are not mentioned by the Spanish - kissing the hand

(Moresby at Taumako 1876:83), rubbing the nose against the hand (Coote in the Reef

Islands 1883:100; Beattie MS:14, on Vanikoro); or rubbing noses (Montgomery at

Santa Cruz 1896:130). The Europeans were relieved that hand shaking replaced nose

rubbing (Montgomery 1896:130). MacQua:rie also records shaking hands (1946:123).

There were other occasions on which rurmes were exchanged. On the 1606 A.D.

Spanish expedition, rurmes were exchanged between Tumai, who indicated that he was

"Jalique" and the Admiral, and between other members of the expedition and local

inhabitants (Markham 1967U9041:224-5,228). Dillon appreciated the importance of
this formality, and he initiated the exchange of names with Lamoa, "chief' of Mambo

village (Dillon 1972[1829]:299). Patteson had also exchanged names with Moto, chief

of Nukapu (Fox 1958:204).

Curiosity about the foreigners' physique was still in evidence in A.D.1880. Coote

describes being "stroked and admired" on the Reef Islands (1883:98), and becoming an

object of great interest in a men's house on Santa Cruz. "Unbuttoning my shirt, I caused

the most unbounded delight by the exhibition of a white chest, and when I kicked off a

shoe and displayed a foot of the same colour, the excitement and astonishment knew no

bounds. People flocked in to see and touch the strange creature..." (Coote 1883: I 10).

There were times when gestures and goodwill were insufficient. Ivens regarded the

languages of Santa Cruz as especially difficult, and the Mission's failure to learn any of
them was "one of the chief reasons for the present stagnation in Santa CnJz" (Ivens

1918:238-239). The recruiter Wawn recorded that in A.D.1881 the Stanley was unable

to enlist any recruits from either the Santa Cruz or the Duff Islands but it seemed he

might be successful in the Reef Islands, where several of the men who came out in

canoes boarded his ship, and appeared to be indicating that they would accompany him

(Wawn 1973[1893]:216). Communication difficulties apparently thwarted this

opportunity: he had no interpreter on board, and "not one of the islanders knew a word
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of English" (Wawn 1973[893]:216). Although he does not say so explicitly, the tone

of his narative indicates that they did not stay.

Some later visitors put their knowledge of Maori or Polynesian languages to use in the

Outer Reefs (e.g. Selwyn at Nukapu in A.D.1856, according to O'Ferrall 1908:3).

MacQua:rie, who knew "a smattering of Maori and Tatritian", recognised the greeting

of "haere mai!" from the women of Nupani (1946:178-179). Interpreters are relied

upon more regulady in the later period. Dillon became frustrated with a Tikopian

whom he had thought could speak a Vanikoro language when he found him to be less

than fluent, and he also transported two Tikopians from Utupua to Santa Cruz who

could communicate a little with the locals and helped smooth his way there (Dillon

1972|8291:257,292). Coote attributed the success of the Bishop's visit to Santa Cruz

in A.D.1880 to the inclusion of six Reef Islanders (from Nifiloli) in their party. He

recorded (1883:103) that, as they approached Santa Crvz,

"we sent our Reef Island natives, who knew some words of the language

of this island, into the rigging to shout to the men in the canoes. These

natives, who had in their own boats visited the place for trading pu{poses,

soon made themselves understood. with the result that a few of the more

bold spirits ventured alongside."

Moresby, who had no interpreter, wished for one (Moresby 1876:90), and Wilson

wished for someone more reliable (Wilson 1932:126). Matias, a Reef Islander and

scholar in Mota, assisted District Officer MacQuarrie during his tour of inspection

(MacQuarrie 1946:72).

English was seldom spoken by the locals. In A.D.I888, Dewar met a local teacher

"but as he spoke very little English we could scarcely understand what he said" (Dewar

1892:247). During a visit to Vanikoro in A.D.1886, Rannie found only one person who

could speak English, "and he had picked up a very indifferent smattering of the

language during a stay in Fiji" (1912:172). The phrase "thank you" (for gifts) was

reported from different gtoups of people (Wilson 1932:115, 116).

I have no information conceming how or when pidgin was first introduced, but in

A.D.I9L2 the trader Matthews assisted Speiser to employ two local "boys who had

some vague notion of biche la mar" (Speiser l9l3:280). In A.D.1921 Dr Lambert gave

his hookworm lecture in pidgin ( I 941 : I 07). Pidgin was acquire d at a different rate by

men and women. MacQuanie remarked on one Reef Island woman (Namu-nora) who,

at the time of his visit in 1924125, could understand pidgin at a time when most local

women could not (1946:54).
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The linguistic situation within the Group in 1924125 was assessed by District Officer

MacQuarrie (1946:70) as follows:

"It would be impossible to say how many languages were spoken in the

district. Pidgin-English offers a convenient lingua franca. The
Melanesian Mission, in an attempt to establish something more worthy
(and less shocking) into which the Scriptures might be translated, chose

the language of Mota a remote and insignificant isle of the Banks group,
where the dialect most nearly approximates many Melanesian tongues.

The result so far has been happy for teachers and Christian natives under
the close influence of the mission, but the use of Mota is not general. It is
reserved for rather formal occasions."

What changed hands

Transfers from local people

It was prophetic that the first item given by the locals to the Spanish should be food

(biscuit), because for the next two and a half months their resources helped sustain the

new colony of approximately 224 people. Although the Spanish brought food with

them, and began to prepare their own gardens (discussed in Chapter Four), they were

heavily dependent on local food supplies, and extracted huge quantities from the

Cruzians, apparently without any consideration as to the effects of this loss. Food is

acquired by the Spanish in a variety of ways, but it is not clear whether they bartered for

it, or took it by force. Their food gathering sorties involved 12-15 soldiers going either

to villages or gardens. According to Quiros, they always returned with from "six to

twelve pigs, many cocoa nuts and plantains, and everything else that the island

supplies" (Marktram 1967|9041:53). Within a few days of their arrival, the locals had

stopped offering resistance, and "remained quietly in their houses, with their wives and

children" (196711904]:53). Sometimes the Cruzians brought food themselves, but had

to leave it outside the camp so that they would not realise how small the Spanish group

actually was. On one occasion, the Cruzian intermediary Malope oversaw the

collection of food from many villages, although at least one village resisted his efforts.

The group was also invited to "come and shoot natives on the other side of the bay, and

to kill pigs" (Markham 1967119041:74). At the end of this episode, more than a

hundred Cruzians transported the food collected back to Quiros'boat.

Just how critical the local food supply was to the survival of the Spanish settlement is

demonstrated by the desperation the Spanish expressed when the Cruzians, outraged at

Malope's murder, stopped supplying food. Despite the treacherous treatment of Malope

himself, and the damage done to his village, the Spanish were still able to persuade a

neighbouring village to bring food again, which they did not just once, but on following
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days as well. The Spanish supplemented this food with their provisions of flour "which

was the life of the expedition" (Markham 1967|9041:93).

The Spaniards' supplies were not totally exhausted before they finally abandoned the

settlement. Dofia Isabel still had jars of wine, vinegar and oil which she was reluctant

to issue despite the deplorable condition of the expedition members (Markham

1967U904):108), and Quiros distributed flour to the galeot and frigate before they

finally departed (Markham 1967119041:103). However, their final act before leaving

was to raid Huerta (Trevanion Island or Trimotu Neo) for large quantities of food to

sustain the voyage. Among other supplies, they found five large canoes full of

"biscuit" that they thought had been hidden from them (Markham 1967119041:99).

In subsequent meetings with Europeans, food usually moved from the indigenes to the

foreigners, and most of it appears to be raw - coconuts are especially common, with

yams and fruit also being offered frequently (see Appendix 3.2). Potatoes, sweet

potatoes and betel nuts were offered to Dillon (1972t18291:300, 310). The food

provided in the men's houses or residences was cooked; and cooked yam and fish were

offered to Carteret (Hawkesworth 1775:286), and dried "biscuit" to the Spanish

(Markham 1967119041:39). There are not many transactions involving pigs, and some

evidence to suggest the locals were reluctant to part with them. Labillardidre records

that they would only sell them hogs if they went ashore, but wouldn't bring them out to

the ship (1971[800]:a32). Dillon found that they would sell small pigs for an uxe

each but not large ones (1972118291:297-302), and Dewar purchased "a plump little

pig" (1892:249). Live fowls (but not eggs) are mentioned fairly frequently (Beattie

MS:16, Brenchley 1873.,245, Dillon 1972U8291:293, O'Ferrall 1908:7, Markham

1873:161, Moresby l87l:87); fish rarely (Markham 1873:16l), and hrtle (an

important meat in feasts on the Main Reefs (Davenport 1969:198) not at all.

The record of the Spanish visit is frustrating in that it does not give us much

information about what commodities besides food were exchanged. Appendix 3.2

summarises this information related to subsequent transactions. Bearing in mind its

shortcomings, the Appendix does show that indigenous artefacts were initially a very

minor component of exchanges, probably accomplished expediently with the objects

carried by local men. It also indicates that the importance of manufactured objects as

components of exchanges increased over time in response to the European desire for

artefacts, as did the range of objects offered. At least some of the objects traded are

known to have been manufactured for distribution through the local economic system

described by Davenport and others - Tridacna breast plates, Trochus rings, and mats for
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example. In the local system, different villages on Santa Cruz made different craft

products. This exclusivity is not apparent in the trade with Europeans.

As Cruzian men always carried weapons with them, it is not surprising that bows and

nrrows are the first non-food items documented, and that they feature commonly in

exchanges, but we can observe some change over time in the willingness of owners to

part with these items. When the Cruzians first traded weapons with D'Entrecasteaux's

teams, they took the precaution of selling only arrows with their points blunted, but not

bows. During the same voyage, blunted ilrows were again sold, but to one ship, while

bows were sold only to the other (Labillardidre 1971U8001:428,432). Such scruples

do not seem to have been observed thereafter, the Cruzians doubtless learning that the

foreigners were not going to use the local weapons offensively. A piece of bark cloth

(of unimpressive quality), and a circular breast omament were also obtained, the latter

object apparently being requested by the French - the local "parted with [it] to satisfr

us" (l971[800]:a33).

In visitor accounts spanning the period from Labillardidre to the whaler Hope in

A.D.1859 very few artefacts are mentioned, so that Brenchley's collecting trip in
A.D.1865, on the navy ship Curaqoa, appears unprecedented in the volume and range

of objects acquired. It is possible that someone else could have collected a wider range

of objects before Brenchley, but his experience really does seem to be extraordinary, as

it is probably not until Dewar's visit in A.D.1888 that such a broad range of objects is

listed again. One hundred canoes came out to the CuraEoa, and trading lasted two-

and-a-half hours (Waite 1987:10). Food was offered (poultry, yams, bananas and

coconuts), and the now familiar bows and arrows. However, the collection includes

many functional and decorative objects - woven and plaited fibre objects (belts, bags,

mats); many different types of ornaments in shell, tortoiseshell and "mother-of-pearl";

decorated dance clubs; fishing floats; coconut water bottles; and betel supplies. Meade

comments on the expedient removal of nose, ear and arm ornaments so that these could

change hands, and the Cruzians'enthusiasm for barter (Meade in Waite 1987:90, 98).

The confidence and enthusiasm of the locals on this occasion contrasts with the

diffidence of many earlier exchanges. Notably missing from Brenchley's haul are tools

in shell and bone; model canoes; and sacred objects (discussed below).

As Appendix 3.2 reveals, the range of objects obtained by Europeans increased over

time, mirroring a change in the motivation for collecting. For early mariners, exchange

served as a means to secure safe replenishment of supplies, a critical need in some

cases, as Carteret's distress at being unable to repair the fractious relationship caused

by Simpson's actions illustrates. Moresby, on the navy ship Basilisk, regretted that the
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Ufupuans "had no mats nor articles worth bartering for... as this sort of commerce often

opens the way quickly towards a good understanding" (1876:89). Over time, the

objects became desirable in their own right, representative of exotic cultures and a

means to understanding them.

Model canoes do not feature until Coote's list (1883:99), and he says these were made

as children's toys. He describes one being almost big enough to hold a boy (1883:100).

Another object first appearing in Coote's list, and of great interest because of its place in

the local economic system, is red feather money. Coote (1883:99) was able to purchase

only a faded coil of money, which would be of low value. Other persons associated

with the Mission acquired feather money. Edge-Partington (1969:165 Fig.l Alfred

Penny collection) illustrates a coil of feather money, and also "charms" found in

packets of money (1969:163:5,6,7 from the Lister Kaye collection).

Religious objects merit separate mention because they were not offered for sale, but

such objects were of special interest to missionaries who, by vinue of the time spent

residing in the area, had the opportunity to develop a familiarity with them that those

passing through did not. Included in this category of objects is the range of duka

frgures - representations of tutelary deities - which came in a number of forms. Edge-

Panington (1969:163,1) provides the earliest illustration of an anthropomorpl'trc dukn

figure (according to Davenport 1990:99), in this case collected by the missionary Lister

Kaye. O'Ferrall's collection contained a dukn post (Stanley 1994a:31). West, who

served for twelve years in Santa Cruz and the Reef Islands until A.D. 1937, sent a

complete ghost house from Santa Cruz to be exhibited at the Otago Museum (Stanley

1994a:29). Many of the duka listed in Davenport (1990) were acquired by

missionaries, and it appears that these became easier to obtain as Christianity took hold.

In A.D. 1935, D'Obrenan from the Musee L'Homme, wanted to obtain a shark god

figure (anthromorphic form of the dukn), but had some difficulty doing so. He stated

that the veneration of the shark god was only practised in villages some distance

removed from the Mission (D'Obrenan 1939:124). At first the locals would not part

with one of these figures, but after two hours of discussion, he finally extracted one. He

regretted making the purchase soon afterwards, but rationalised it by saying that the

missionaries would destroy these figures otherwise, or that they would end up in an

American museum instead. D'Obrenan's pessimistic view was correct. Davenport

recorded that the public forms of the figures were destroyed by police in the 1920s

(1990:102), and the structures in which they were housed (madulvta) were burned

(1990:104). Similarly, the household duka images collected by missionaries were often

destroyed (1990:102).
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There are a few noteworthy transactions outside these norms. More substantial goods

were occursionally purchased. Speiser acquired a canoe in Graciosa Bay (1913:282).

Wilson purchased land (and paid compensation for the trees on the land) at Namu on

Santa Cntz, and retumed back to the site one day to find that the locals had added a

verandah and made improvements to the house (Wilson 1932:147). There are mre

reports of locals supplying labour. Despite earlier hostile events, Don Lorenzo was still

able to enlist assistance from some Cruzians to construct houses for the Spanish

settlement in Graciosa Bay (Markham 1967|9041:5a). Presumably local people also

constructed the churches and schools of the Mission. Dillon recorded the participation

of one man in a watering party (Dillon 1972|8291: 307).

T ransfe rs fro m E urop e ans

Let us tum now to the other side of the deal - the items offered by Europeans. If
trading got off to a cautious start, the records make it quite clear that at least by

A.D.1865 (see Meade cited in Waite 1987:90) if not earlier, the locals enthusiastically

sought commerce with Europeans. They asserted terms and were selective about what

trade items they would accept. Also revealing about their attitude to foreigners are

their efforts to involve Europeans in local political action to improve the situation of
one village relative to others.

The materials offered by Europeans consisted mainly of cloth (and clothes); metal

items, including hoop iron, tools and fishhooks; assorted small pieces ofjewellery; and

glass bottles (occasionally). Noticeably absent are European foodstuffs, and firearms.

The locals were discerning about what they wanted in return for their goods. They did

not always accept what was offered, or the amount that was offered. In a grotesque

exchange, Dillon wished to extract a deformed tooth from the mouth of a

magician/priest. This man twice refused the items he was offered, finally parting with

the tooth for a large axe (Dillon 1972118291:303). Carteret believed he was

disadvantaged by the lack of suitable items for trade, and regretted having to resort to

purser's slops (Hawkesworth 1775:290). Many comment on the hard bargain driven by

Cruzians, their skill in trading and enthusiasm for the pursuit (e.g. Beattie MS:16;

Coote 1883:106; von Tolna 1903:278; O'Ferrall 1908:7; Montgomery 1896:129-

133,135). So persistent were the efforts to engage Speiser in trade, that he decided to

stop making visits and trade only from his base in Graciosa Bay for a week, "so as to

give them time to quiet down" (1913:282).ln a couple of instances, observers record

the reluctance of locals to terminate the encounter, which did not end until the ship had

set sail and moved some distance off shore, at which point the locals jumped overboard

to swim home (Dewar 1892:251; Montgomery 1896:129-132).
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Appendix 3.2 illustrates changing preferences for European items over time. Red cloth

was highly prized initially, but tobacco became the preferred trade item. While cloth

was sought after, the locals were not keen to acquire European clothes. According to

O'Ferrall (1922:68) few Cruzians wore them. The priest/magician to whom Dillon gave

a shirt, red cap and pantaloons, derived some amusement from showing off his new

costume (1972118291:307); and Tumai appreciated the silk clothes given by Quiros

(Markham 1967119041.225), but European clothes were novelties rather than

something to be desired.

Tobacco was offered by Markham (1873:159) to residents of Byron Bay in A.D.1871,

and was by A.D.1888 listed amongst the items "most required" (Dewar 1892:246).

Thereafter it features constantly. The missionaries' attitude to tobacco changes,

perhaps a reflection of the pressure to compete with traders. Patteson would not supply

tobacco (Hilliard 1978:21), but later missionaries did. Wilson found the people in

Maplo's village friendly towards him initially because they thought he was a trader and

would provide tobacco. He was told to leave when they found out what his business

was (Wilson 1932:ll9). Not just any tobacco would do, either. The Taumakoans

rejected the brand offered (although the Europeans considered it of superior quality),

"[a] disappointment to our anthropologists, when they tried to collect museum

specimens on the Duffs, and got nothing" (Lambert 194l:326).

As Thomas has noted, Pacific Islanders had varied responses to offers of metal goods,

and did not always want them (1991:146). This is certainly the case with the Cruzians

who were at times uninterested in metal, to the puzzlement of the Europeans offering it.

Dillon (1972118291: 308) wrote of the Cruzians:

" I found the natives generally inclined to make very inadequate returns for
the presents we made them, nor do they seem to set the value upon iron
tools that I expected. Whether this proceeded from covetousness or an
ignorance of the real value of the articles I cannot say, but as I have
introduced the use of iron tools among them, I doubt not, when they
experience their utility, they will become as eager to acquire them as their
neighbours in the Pacific."

Dillon was quite wrong about introducing metal to the Cruzians. D'Entrecasteaux and

Labillardidre had already observed two metal tools in their possession, and also

remarked on their lack of interest in iron, and preference for red cloth (Labillardidre

1971[800]:427). The explanation lies in the volume of metal (and other European

items) that permeated through the group following La Pdrouse's wreck on Vanikoro.

Metal was no longer a novelty. At Vanikoro, Dillon learned that people from Santa

Cruz had visited often to get iron from the wecks, but less frequently once quantities
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decreased (Dillon 1972|8291:158). Other relics had been transported to Tikopia -

iron, china plates, small brass bells, glass bottles, beads (1972118291:171) - and to

Utupua where Martin Bushan saw a large village on shore, in which " the greater part

of the people were furnished with iron tools procured from Mannicolo"

(re72lr82el:285).

D'Urville was more insightful than Dillon about the impact this French bounty had had

on the local economic system. He also foresaw the diffrculties it presented for

foreigners coming after him, difficulties which were compounded by the inflated prices

Dillon had paid at Vanikoro for information about the wrecks and for French items,

after having been extravagantly provisioned in trade goods by the East India Company.

D'Urville (1987:210) alleged that Dillon had been supplied with the equivalent in goods

of the sum which he had been given by the French Government to sustain a three year

campaiear ( I 000 piastres).

D'Urville's (1987:228-9) observations about Vanikoro are worth quoting in full as they

record his assessment of the local impact of the French wrecks:

"The natives, gorged with iron, beads, and other articles of European
manufacture, are daily becoming more difficult. The wrecking of
Laperouse's ships, by enriching them beyond their wildest dreams, almost
entirely destroyed their primitive industry. They had stopped making any
axes from shell or stone; all their tools, bows, omaments carne, they said,
from the neighbouring islands, particularly from Nitendi [Santa Cruz], the
inhabitants of which came to Vanikoro to barter these objects for pieces of
iron. This rich mine was nearly exhausted, however; it took the two
expeditions of Research and Astrolabe to replenish it, by bringing them a
pile of axes, knives, scissors, necklaces, etc. These articles are so common
there that, as a matter of fact, there is probably not a village in France
where they are so little appreciated as at Vanikoro. This will be a long-
lasting disadvantage for any navigators wishing to visit this island in the
future."

By A.D.1865, Brenchley found that iron was again much appreciated (1873:247).

Coote remarked on the enthusiasm for blue beads on Nifiloli (1883:99), and

"... small pieces of iron, eight inches long and a half wide, are in great

request. These pieces, the value of which is about a penny each, are
preferred even to finished axes, and I think the reason of this must be that
they can work the raw material into whatsoever tool they may find most
suited to their purpose. But what labour it represents - grinding by hand,
upon a rough stone, short sticks of iron into useful tools!"
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Codrington remarked on the speed with which metal tools replaced shell ones. "Santa

Cruz was very little visited, almost unvisited, ten years ago, and it was difficult to get

any shell specimens even five years ago" (1972|891]:3la). This may in fact be an

exaggeration, or perhaps a localised phenomenon, as O'Ferrall reported shell adzes still

in use (1908:3). Non-trading vessels were not the only soruce of these tools, but the

replacement of shell tools is one case where trade with Europeans quickly had an

appreciable effect on the indigenous economic system. Some of Davenport's

informants were able to recall how inter-island trade increased because metal tools

increased agricultural productivity, and enabled speedier production of canoes

(Davenport 1975a:76).

Occasional narratives show that the European presence itself was of strategic value.

We do not know how Malope came to be the faithful intermediary between Cruzians

and the Spanish, whether he volunteered to deal with the newcomers, or was selected to

do so. He appeared to represent many (but not all) of the villages around Graciosa Bay

and enlisted their co-operation to supply food to the visitors. Had the expedition

succeeded, he might have gained some personal benefit from this association, but

regrettably, his very prominence made him a target for disgruntled settlers. Other

instances are more transparent. Dillon was asked by chief Lamoa to relocate his ship

and anchor off Lamoa's village (1972[1829]:301). In dealings with the missionaries,

accepting a school or teacher was a political act, a fact not lost on the mission staff.

Montgomery wrote how one village on Santa Cruz had accepted a school as a strategy

for delivering itself from the onerous demands of a neighbouring chief (1896:135). The

mission was asked to provide schools as depopulation worsened, because it was hoped

mission influence might stem the decline (Wilson 1932:137).

Finally, there is one wretched attempt at appeasement that should be acknowledged.

Malope's murder caused great distress in the Spanish camp. It was recognised as an

unjust act against a man of integrity, upon whom the Spanish had relied. As well as

being a moral affront, the action succeeded in its intention of provoking a violent

response from the Cruzians. To conciliate Malope's followers, the Spanish offered the

head of a Lieutenant who had been executed on Mendaffa's orders, leaving it at the door

of Malope's house (MarLham 1967[190a]:85). The Spanish acted in desperation but

not in good faith - this was a deliberate effort to deceive the Cruzians as the Lieutenant

was not the murderer, and had been one of several men executed in the Spanish camp

on the same day as the murder, in order to suppress insurrection among the colonists.

ln fact, Quiros himself had argued for the life of the murderer to be spared because,

given their wretched state, the Spanish contingent could not afford to lose another able-

bodied man.
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Transfer of infectious diseases

A tragic consequence of interaction with Europeans was the introduction of infectious

diseases to people who had no natural immunity to them. We do not know if the

Spanish introduced European diseases into the Santa Cruz Islands. D'Urville's men

apparently introduced a gastric ailment into Tikopia when they called there seeking

knowledge of la P6rouse. One hundred and fifteen Tikopian people died of this illness

following the Astrolabe's departure (Bennett 1987:38). Domeny de Rienzi nominated

Dillon's ship as the culprit, not D'Urville's (1863:224). There is no evidence to show

whether or not this affliction spread beyond Tikopia but it is certainly possible.

However there is a suggestion that la P6rouse's own ships brought the first illnesses

directly to Vanikoro. Moembe, who had been a boy at the time the vessels were

wrecked and some of the survivors were murdered, asserted that ".. the Atua of the

Papalangui, the children of the sky, soon avenged the death of the whites and sent

sickness and disease from which a lot of natives died" (D'Urville 1987:224).

The impact of introduced diseases is better documented on Vanikoro than anywhere

else in the Group. Both Dillon and D'Urville stayed long enough and explored widely

enough to estimate total population size. D'Urville estimated not more than 1,200 -

1,500 individuals (D'Urville 1987:236), while Dillon assumed a lesser total of 1,000,

"... one fourth of whom are diseased by ulcers on their limbs, cancer in the face, and a

disease confined to the lymphatic system, called the elephantiasis" (Dillon

1972|8291:276-277). ln less than forty years this population may have been reduced

to no more than 600 people (Goodenough 1876:345). Three estimates from the 1930s

differ, but nevertheless show that the decline continued. Lambert (1941:326) stated the

population was 95 persons in A.D.1933, while Davenport reported around 60 locals

surviving in A.D.1930 (Davenport 1968a:270), and D'Obrenan in A.D.1935 suggested

40 persons (D'Obrenan 1939:119). The total had increased to 128 in A.D.1960

(Davenport 1 968a:21 0).

Population decline did not occur uniformly in the other islands of the Group, but in the

absence of baseline population estimates, the impact is less easy to quanti$/. One

measure is the number of abandoned villages, about which there are visitors'

observations as well as local testimony. Davenport (1975a:72) says that epidemics of
various sorts began affecting the Group around A.D. 1900, causing "rapid and serious

depopulation". Reduction in population in diflerent areas was certainly noticeable by

then, and O'Ferrall observed it getting worse dtring the years he resided in the area.

O'Ferrall (1922:67) wrote that the population of the district had declined markedly since

the days when Patteson reported seeing crowds of people during his visits. By
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A.D.1897, some areas were relatively unscathed (e.g. the Reef Islands and Trevanion

(Tdmotu Neo)) but others were noticeably depleted. From Carlisle Bay to Cape

Mendana on the south was deserted, where informants said there had previously been

many villages. In the course of just a few years, by A.D.1904, O'Ferrall himself

observed " a very marked decrease" on Santa Crvz, Trevanion, and in many of the Reef

Islands, notably Nukapu, Peleni (sic), and Fenua Loa (sic)" (1922:67). Davenport

(1964a:64) recorded that, on Santa Crtz, it was the inland settlements that were most

affected by epidemics.

Although there is no baseline population estimate for Santa Cruz Island, there is still

some information that points to a catastrophic rate of decline. Speiser stayed with the

trader Matthews during his visit in A.D.l9l2, and was informed by him that the

Graciosa Bay residents had reduced by half during the seven years he had lived there.

Speiser suggested there were 1,000-1,500 people in Graciosa Bay alone, but recorded

that there was one abandoned village between any two still inhabited (1916:5). Dr

Lambert (who visited Santa Cruz in l92l) reported that the population had decreased

from 3,000 to 500 in l5 years (1941:107), but it seems likely, given Speiser's estimate,

that this is a misprint and should read 1500. At the time of his fieldwork, Davenport

(1975b:41) stated the total Cruzian population was less than 4,000 people.

Some idea of the scale of depopulation in the Reef Islands can be gained from

Coombe's (1911:208) observations : Matema was reduced from five to two villages,

and Nukapu from three to two villages and 40-odd people in A.D.1907 (although this

decline was attributed to fighting). In A.D. 1871, Markham had estimated the

population of Nukapu at 200-300 persons (1873:153), and a later visitor stated there

were "hardly 20" people there (Wilson 1932:129).

After O'Ferrall's departure from the area, he received information that the rate of

depopulation was increasing. A few of the Reef Islands which were hardly ever visited

were little affected, but O'Ferrall had heard that an influenza epidemic had resulted in

"great mortality" in the Duffs (1922:68). Utupua, although infrequently contacted, did

not escape. In A.D.l9l2, Utupua had 300 residents (Speiser 1916:6), which had

dropped even further to 128 in A.D.1960 (Davenport 1968a:264). Davenport's

informants told him of many villages that had been abandoned - nine could be named

and their locations identified, while others were remembered in myth (1968a:220).

Depopulation was, of course, a regional phenomenon of great concem, and its causes

were debated (contributors to Rivers 1922). O'Ferrall, who was in a good position to

assess the applicability of competing explanations to this particular Group, discounted
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wearing European clothes as a contributing factor, as few Cruzians at the time did so.

He also discounted the labour trade once the Group was incorporated into the

Protectorate, and thought that epidemics were the main cause, of which pulmonary

complaints were the greatest threat. One attack of influenza alone swept through

Carlisle Bay killing large numbers of people and wiping out "several" villages

(O'Fenall 1922:58). Speiser, on the other hand, did not discount the effects of
recruiting, as well as imported epidemics and general demoralisation resulting from

contact with Europeans (1916:6). Some thought that fighting between locals was also

a contributing factor (Coombe l9ll:208, Wilson 1932:11l), and Wilson believed that

the high death rate among infants resulted from the unsuitability of their diet, such as

yams (1932:117).

Depopulation resulted in a number of "community mergers" within the Group

(Davenport 1975a:72), and at least one case of local migration. Utupua received many

immigrants from other islands of the Santa Cruz Group, but this measure was still not

sufficient to counter the decline (Davenport 1968a:220). The consequences of
depopulation for the Mission effort were contradictory in the Reef-Santa Cruz group, as

they were elsewhere in the Solomons (see Hilliard 1978:169). On the one hand, the

Southern Cross was accused of transporting disease - the missionary Forrest and

members of his congregation at Nelua were attacked because locals blamed the vessel

for bringing influenza which caused many fatalities (Montgomery 1896:139-140).

Similarly, at Tikopi4 the Europeans were asked whether there was any illness on board

the Southern Cross, because on an earlier visit it had brought a deadly epidemic

(Speiser 1913:288). On the other hand, locals hoped that the Christian way of life
might bring peace as well as protection against the new illnesses. In the Reefs, people

asked everywhere for schools and teachers, because they thought this might stop the

fighting and "perhaps lessen the sickness" (Wilson 1932:137).

Exchange Media

As discussed previously, red feather money was the medium of exchange in the local

system, and each roll had an agreed value relative to any other roll. This currency only

features in exchanges with Europeans where the latter wished to purchase a roll, which

was not easy to do. Dewar reported that money was of no interest to the Cruzians in

A.D.I888 (see Dewar 1892:114-5), and Wilson paid in pounds of tobacco for land and

associated fruit trees purchased at Namu (Wilson 1932:122). European money is not a

medium of exchange in the examples in Appendix 3.2 until A.D.1935, when D'Obrenan

brandished bank notes to acquire the "shark god" (D'Obrenan 1939:125).
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THE ECONOMIC IMPORTAI\ICE OF THE 'CURIO' TRADE

The historical literature is not very informative about the uses to which European items

were put, although it is sufficient to show that they were sometimes incorporated into

existing manufacturing traditions and sometimes put to new, unforeseen purposes.

Gifts given by the Spanish to Malope and others were hung about their necks

(Markham 1967U9041:42). At Santa Cntz, Labillardidre traded for a necklace of glass

beads (1971[800]:a32), and glass beads were incorporated into traditional ornaments

(Graebner 1969U9091:13 Fig.5(3)). A piece of a joiner's chisel was observed mounted

in "a wooden handle, of the same kind as their stone hatchets" (Labillardidre

1971[800]:428). Innovative uses included glass tubes (possibly from thermometers)

used as nose ornaments on Vanikoro, and a piece of ship's stern used as a door stop

(Dillon 1972118291:238,242,250). Goodenough also reported a sheet of copper and

another sheet of metal used as door sills on Vanikoro (1876:344).

In the preceding paragraphs we saw how European materials effected some changes in

the local economic system by stimulating the local trade system through the

introduction of iron tools, (some of which supplanted shell tools); and through the

economic advantage accruing to Vanikoroans from the area-wide dissemination of
materials from La Pdrouse's wrecks. There is another major impact to be considered,

and that is how the trade in traditional objects became a major component of the local

economy. Bennett (1987:95) has discussed how'quickly Solomon Islanders adapted to

the European desire for indigenous objects and how, using metal adzes and drills, they

began to produce them in great numbers for the "curio" trade. Torrence (2000)

documented how Admiralty Islanders at different times adapted obsidian blades and

handles to suit European tasteso without entailing any additional cost to the maker.

When the islands of the Santa Cruz group were incorporated into the Protectorate in

A.D.1898, Woodford reported to High Commissioner O'Brien that "local curiosities"

and b6che-de-mer were the principal products of the district, which was unable to

produce much copra (Woodford 1898, WPHC 233198). Bennett suggested this

situation pertained from the 1880s until the end of the nineteenth century (Bennett

1987:95). Virtually no information has been found on the artefact business operating

between indigenes and professional traders, so no assessment can be made as to how

this might have influenced the volume of artefacts produced and traded. (The trader

Fred Jones acquired duka figtnes originally collected by a missionary before A.D.1928.

He sold them, and they now form part of the Beasley collection in the British Museum

(Davenport I 990: I 03)).
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As discussed already, in A.D.1865, Brenchley was able to acquire a wide range of
artefacts which included items that were decorative (different forms of jewellery) as

well as functional (fishing floats, coconut water bottles). Missionaries and others on

board the Southern Cross were expected to engage in trade, and Wilson at least found

this demand a great nuisance (1932:125). The collections assembled by members of the

Melanesian Mission show a "heavy over-representation" of items from the Santa Cruz

area (Stanley 1994a:35). Often the quantity is disproportionate to the actual duration of
the collector's service in the area. Selwyn's collection of 178 objects included 136 from

Santa Cnn (1994a:28), but he was never stationed there. The missionary-scholar

O'Ferrall spent at least as much time in the Banks Islands as he did in Santa Cruz

(where he was posted from 1897-1904), but his collection of 164 items included 137 of
Santa Cruz origin (1994a:31). (Stanley (1994b) provides further details of the number

and type of items represented, and their present location.) The private collection of
the missionary Lister Kaye, together with pieces acquired by Codrington (who travelled

on the Southern Cross), and Bishop Wilson contribute most of the examples illustrated

by Edge-Partington for the ReelSanta Crvz area (Edge-Partington 1969).

Stanley suggests that the Cruzian material may predominate because the islands

maintained their traditional pre-Christian character much longer than other areas. "As

a consequence, Santa Cnv may well have provided the constant spur to keep

missionary zeal alive, both among the missionaries themselves, and among their

supporters in Britain and New Zealand" (1994a:35). The missionaries were undoubtedly

also responding to the local imperative for trade. It is not until after A.D.1925 that the

Mission made any lasting headway in the Santa Cruz group, so this accumulation of
objects (which takes place over 40 years or more), occurs in spite of a rather indifferent

response to the Christian message. Hilliard (1978:21) discussed how Mission trade

practices - giving presents to leading men, and trading for supplies for the Southern

Cross - made them seem like other wealthy Europeans. The locals sought trade goods

from them "as an end in itself, in no way connected with the new religion" (1978:21).

Missionaries were not the only collectors. As outlined in Appendix 3.1, large artefact

collections were made by others, including Joest, Jennings and (later) Speiser. Despite

the European assertion that these islands were isolated, apparently there were sufficient

buyers to make it worthwhile for the locals to manufacture for the tourist trade. In

A.D.1901, Graham Officer, purchasing artefacts on behalf of the Victoria Museum,

assessed that "most of the things the natives brought off are obviously made for sale",

and he rejected them for this reason (Vanderwal2003, pers. comm.). He was offered

"bows and arrows, mats, model canoes, bags, dancing clubs, etc", but acquired only ten
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items - four ilrows (for birding not fighting), a dance club and dancing stick, two

paddles, and two model canoes (Vanderwal2003 pers. comm.).

There is as yet no study of museum collections of Reef-Santa Cruz artefacts that shows

how production for European tastes might have altered traditional designs. We do know

that, by buying large quantities, Wilson stimulated the manufacture of nautilus shell

spoons (1932:125).

DISCUSSION

In the local trade system as reconstructed by Davenport, trade between men's house

associations remedied environmental deficits, and was a mechanism by which wealth

was accumulated which was then dispensed to fuIfil social obligations and enhance

prestige. European visitors to these islands had disparate ambitions. At different times,

two colonial powers sought sovereignty over these islands, while other visitors wanted

to resupply their vessels, convert souls, or acquire local resources. Examining these

encounters with Europeans chronologically reveals some interesting trends.

Common to these encounters throughout the period surveyed is the fact that materials

moved between two different economic systems with very little social participation in

Firth's terms. Mendafia's expedition of A.D.1595 was planned (perhaps not very well)

as a voyage of colonisation, and returned to a general geographical region about which

some fleeting knowledge had been gained on an earlier Spanish sortie. This was the

largest single group of Europeans ever to live on Santa Cruz or the Reef Islands - an

indication that sheer weight of numbers does not ensure the success of a migration.

Ultimately the colony failed - defeated by climate, disease, discontent and poor

relations with the local population - and the visitors gratefully departed their camp in

Graciosa Bay.

During their brief stay the Spanish killed and injured many locals, including the

Cruzian intermediary Malope; burned villages; kidnapped local people; and diverted

great quantities of food from local needs to their own. Yet this was not an episode that

made any enduring impact on local ways of life. The only tangible evidence of this sad

encounter is the written legacy of Quiros, and the camp site itself, reported in Allen

(1976). As far as the Cruzians are concerned, this event passed from memory, and

apparently left no biological and minimal linguistic signatures, at best perhaps a

Spanish word or two. However, the episode endured in European history and

imagination, and contributed to the European perception of Cruzian character in the

centuries that followed. It was manipulated to suit different purposes - while some

condemned the Spanish for their harsh treatment of the locals, and even suggested that
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the Cruzians might carry a duty of vengeance against Europeans, others blamed attacks

by locals for the failure of the colony.

The second phase of contacts with Europeans began with Carteret's visit in A.D.1767,

and was of a different character in that only a handful of foreigners ever resided in the

islands at any time, and interactions between locals and visitors were generally brief.

Perhaps the most eloquent demonstration of the lack of social participation is that,

although the missionaries were introduced to local women, sexual liaisons with

foreigners were extremely rare. Locals thereby excluded visitors from the set of

relationships, obligations and financial transactions associated with women. The

missionary strategies of intervening in local disputes, attentiveness to learning local

protocols, and short periods of residence were insuffrcient to establish the church on a

secure footing.

Also consistent over time is the sense of danger, anxiety and otherness that seem to

characterise these encounters. These feelings were expressed explicitly by the

foreigners, but inferred from the alacrity with which locals departed the foreign vessels

when there were sudden movements aboard or strange equipment, and from their

curiosity about the European physique and the examination of white limbs. The idea

current in some recent migration studies, that ethnicity is an important construct in

situations of intercultural contact hardly seems relevant here. The specifics of local

identities maffered only in so far as it affected the safety of participants in these

encounters, which could be nerve-wracking for both sides, ffid were on occasion

violent. The locals may have learned to discriminate the Mission vessel from labour

recruiters or the Administration's warships. For their part, the Europeans characteized

Cruzian men as particularly excitable, unpredictable, and potentially dangerous, armed

as they were with poisoned arrows.

If the lack of social particpation and sense of danger persisted over time, there are also

changes over time that are discemible in the narratives. The narratives suggest that

visiting Europeans came to be perceived as just another financial resource, another

means of acquiring wealth or advantage. They also convey the sense that, despite

accomodations as to venue and gestures of civility such as hand shaking, encounters

were taking place largely on local terms and according to local norms e.g. exchanging

rulmes with visitors. The locals were discriminating and skillful traders who asked for

what they wanted, and drove a hard bargain. Because they sought trade, locals were

flexible about where this took place. Exchanges might be conducted in the men's

house, and some Europeans learnt manners appropriate to this venue, but locals went

out in canoes to conduct business at the ships. They frequently assembled in very large
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groups to engage in trading that was intense, and sometimes very voluble. There are

indications that they were sometimes competing amongst themselves for access to trade

items. The tense mood sometimes reported is quite consistent with Knibb's description

of trade arnongst locals.

Despite the limited social participation, there were nevertheless significant economic

outcomes of the interaction with foreigners, as this chapter has described. These were

not outcomes that were planned or actively initiated by foreigners. The materials from

la Perouse's wrecks were a windfall that gave the inhabitants of Vanikoro an advantage

in local trade relationships, and also influenced local perceptions of what constituted

desirable foreign goods in later encounters. On Santa Cruz, there seems to have

developed in the later decades of the 1800s a real urgency around trading, to the extent

that by A.D. 1901 local artefacts were being manufactured for exchange with

Europeans to offset the limited opportunities to obtain desired European goods through

trade in natural resources.

The impacts of foreign materials on local artefact traditions are not so easy to discem

from the narratives, although they include substitution of materials, incorporation of
new materials into existing artefact forms, and putting European materials to

unexpected purposes. However, broadly the same kinds of European products were

introduced over a wide area, which would produce a coherent regional horizon if we

were looking at these encounters through the archaeological record.

The linguistic impact of encounters with Europeans was slow in coming - in 1924125

some men spoke Pidgin, but hardly any women. The biological impact of these

encounters was negligible in relation to the introduction of European genes, but the

effect of infectious diseases on local inhabitants was tragically catastrophic.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT

INTRODUCTION

"An indication of the symbolic nature of the house is thefact that so many

immigrants bring their architecture with them, and persist in its use even

though it is often unsuitable to the new area in which they live. The

symbolic character is important to them, however; it is a piece of home.

and hence familiar in symbolic terms"

Rapoport (1969:52, emphasis in original).

In the previous chapter I discussed the historic period in Reef-Santa Crvz history, and

examined transactions between local peoples and foreigners (i.e. other Islanders and

Europeans). I tried to elucidate the principles governing these interactions, and the

impacts that these interactions had on local and European traditions.

In this chapter, I address the first of the archaeological data sets relating to this case

study, namely settlements and structures within these islands, over a period of some

3,000 years. I explore the idea outlined in the first chapter, that it might be productive to

view archaeological traditions as the product of enduring cultural schema or cultural

logic acted upon by different kinds of constraints. This chapter employs the concept of
architectural traditions to assess continuity and change in settlements and their

components. An architectural tradition can be recognised by i) coherent organisation of
settlement components (buildings and other structures), both on a large scale (e.g.

within a landscape) and a small scale (within a particular building); and ii) continuity in

construction methods and choice of materials.

The obvious extemal constraint on architectural traditions is the physical environment

related to climatic conditions and material availability. Although the physical

environment has a role in shaping architectural conditions, climate does not dictate the

form a building takes, but "makes some things possible" and precludes others

(Rapoport 196947, conceming house forms). Nor do materials, or construction

technology determine what is built or its form, because house shapes are chosen

principally for symbolic reasons (Rapoport 1969:20-25). Most environments also offer

a range of materials, so the preference for one over another stems from locally

recognised nonns and preferences (Cameron 1998:187). Traditional methods of
construction - handed-down knowledge concerning the proper way to do things - can be
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stable over time, and constitute recognisable and culturally specific technological

traditions.

In the Reef-Santa Cruz case, the extemal conditions are those of a tropical climate,

characterised by year round rain and high humidity. The operation of these constraints

on local architectural forms can be assessed in general terms because certain

architectural features are typical of the tropics worldwide (Cook 1997). These include:

extensive sloping roofs to provide shade and water runoff; open qpes of construction

(gaps in floorboards, lack of walls) to allow ventilation; and raised floors and platforms

also to provide floor ventilation and protection from floods and animals. Building on

or close to water reduces the environmental temperature, so houseboats, lake villages

and pole houses are common in tropical climates. Separating the cooking area from the

dwelling is "at least partially a climatic response to remove heat, smells, insects, rodents

and potential fires from the living space" (Cook 1997:139).

More important than external conditions in shaping architectural traditions are local

norns concerning the use and arrangement of space. Coherent architectural traditions

arise because the kinds of buildings we build and where we locate them depend not just

on prosaic needs for shelter, but on cultural precepts about how our social lives and

activities should be organised (Rapoport 1969). Pattemed arrangements of enclosed

and open spaces materialise cultural relations and deep seated values, dividing public

from private space, and sacred from profane. Walls delineate inner and outer spaces,

and enclose some people while excluding others; strategic siting of buildings and paths

orders encounters between the genders or social classes; size and elaboration of

structures may denote social or ritual importance (see Cameron 1998 for example).

Furthermore, because of their durability over time, constructed landscapes operate

reflexively, to reinforce and reproduce the values they encapsulate.

There is no agreement, however, about which facets of culture - e.g. symbolism,

economics, political organisation - exert grcater influence over decisions about the use

of space (Kent 1990:2). Edwards (2001:112) conjectured that within each vernacular

architectural tradition there might be a "core of architectural information", to which

other information, "perhaps equally significant architecturally, is secondary in the sense

that it is more sensitive to the impact of social and environmental stresses", but he was

not able to define what the "invariant core" might consist of (Edwards 2001:ll2).

As I alluded to in Chapter One, a possible candidate for an architectural core suggests

itself in the case of Austronesian speakers and their descendants. The principal

buildings and architectural features of the settlements of Austronesian speakers have
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been well defined, based on historical linguistics (Blust 1995, Chowning 1991, Fox

1993, Green and Pawley 1999), ethnographic comparison (e.g Waterson 1990) and a

triangulation approach combining the above two sources of information and

archaeology (Kirch and Green 2001). These studies have traced over time a dynamic

tradition, in which the basic architectural structures of Proto-Austronesian speakers are

transformed and elaborated as their descendants expand eastwards across the Pacific,

into the margins of Polynesia. Many such societies are thought to have been organised

as "house societies", communities in which a core structural relationship exists

between social organisation, dwellings, rituals and the place of ancestors in human

activities. The opportunity exists in this case study, then, to test the archaeological

visibility and temporal persistence of such a cultural core in the Reef-Santa Cruz

islands. The architectural traditions of the nearest NAN speakers in the Solomon

Islands are, by comparison, poorly known (although see Green and Pawley 1999:45-

47).

This study of the situation in the Outer Eastem Islands of the Solomons has available

three kinds of information about long-term settlement and architectural patterns. The

focus, of course, is on the data from the Reef and Santa Cruz islands. The data sets

include i) historical documentary evidence from A.D. 1595 onwards, including

professional anthropological studies, ii) survey data from site surveys conducted

principatly by Green, and iii) results from excavations. These categories of data vary

widely in their comprehensiveness and coverage. As discussed previously, the

documentary evidence is heavily weighted towards Santa Crvz. Not only is it
imbalanced, but because some visits were of very short duration, the observers made

assumptions about the functions of different structures. The available archaeological

survey data is incompleteo because it does not include surveys conducted by McCoy and

Cleghorn. Excavations in sites of different periods have been undertaken, but more is

known of Santa Cruz settlement components than those of the Reef Islands. In no

excavation has an entire building been excavated completely. The Nenumbo site (SE-

RF-2) is best documented, and distributional information about pottery and lithics has

been published, supporting interpretations of activity area differentiation. Comparable

information is not available for the excavations by McCoy and Cleghorn, nor are there

complete lists of features (or their dimensions) for these sites.

The data is organised in three main sections. In the first, the location, organisation and

principal components of settlements in the Main and Outer Reef Islands, and on Santa

Cruz are reviewed. Davenport's ethnographic work, which defined the core features

found in traditional settlements, is the point of departure for the review, with each

structure being discussed separately. The historic and ethnographic sources are
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canvassed for information concerning the use and social significance of different

structures, and their distribution. The archaeological evidence for each principal

component follows. The scale of the discussion is then expanded to include a wider

geographical perspective - Vanikoro, Utupu4 Taumako, and furttrer afield - and asks

whether the patterns of change in settlements in the Reef and Santa Cruz Islands

suggest different historical processes from their neighbours.

In the second part of this chapter, the architectural evidence for the known episodes of
population intrusion is described. Because of the varying demographic and social

circumstances attending the arrival of European, Polynesian and Lapita colonists in

these islands, it is of interest to evaluate whether their respective architectural

traditions are discernible. Again, the historic period provides a good control with

which to assess how local and European traditions impacted upon each other.

In the third and final part of this chapter, I address the historic and archaeological

evidence in these islands for a possible cultural core which may be manifested in

architecture - i.e. a "house society" form of social organisation.

TRADITIONAL SETTLEMENTS - LOCATION AND COMPONENTS

Location of settlements on Santa Cruz, the Main and Outer Reef Islands.

At the time of Davenport's fieldwork, villages were located on or near the coast. In the

case of the 20 villages of the Main Reef Islands the choice of location was constrained

by the small size of the islands (1969:165). On Santa Cruz, there were 33 villages sited

in close proximity to the shore, but being a much larger island, it was known once to

have had villages in its interior, spread across the western plateau from Graciosa Bay on

the north coast to Nea Bay on the south (1964a:64). On all the small Outer Reef

Islands, settlements were located on the lee side of the island, facing the reef and lagoon

(1972a:76). On the Outer Reef Islands, many of the villages seen by Davenport were

constructed during the first half of the twentieth century, as a result of population

decline, geological processes and food shortages (Davenport 1972a).

The historical narratives show that the coastal settlement pattem Davenport described

has some antiquity, although relocation and amalgamation of Reef-Santa Cruz villages

occurred for a variey of reasons around the tum of the twentieth century (population

decline apparently being the main cause). The sources show that coastal settlements

varied in size, and that the Cruzian population was not evenly dispersed but was

concentrated at the western end of Santa Cnn. Carteret's early observation (in

A.D.1767) serves to illustrate these points. Along the north coast of Santa Cruz, he
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recorded that villages ranged from a "small village" past Hanway's Point on the eastern

end of the island, to the westem end around the passage between Santa Cruz and

Trevanion island where, "... both the main and the island appeared to be one continued

town, and the inhabitants were innumerable" (Hawkesworth 1775:290,293). A large

bay near Ferrer's Point was described as "a town of great extent, which seemed to

swann like a bee-hive" (Hawkesworlh 1775:292).

The observations of the Spanish are confined mostly to the immediate vicinity of

Graciosa Bay, where, in A.D.1595, they observed "about l0 or 12" villages dispersed

along its sea shore. Each village consisted typically of twenty or so round houses, two

long houses, with "babacaos" of cane between them, and one or two wells (Markham

1967119041: 5l-52). We also learn from the Spanish that Huerta (Trevanion or Ttimotu

Neo) was occupied on its coast and interior (Marktram 1967119041).

There is very little documentary evidence about the southern coast of Santa Cruz. The

first account comes from D'Entrecasteaux's expedition, which sailed this route 26 years

after Carteret's visit. He reported seeing on the southem coast "houses" close together,

several of them surrounded by dry stone walls, located close to the water's edge (Rossel

1808:372). He also noted that the northern coast was more populous than the southern

one (Rossel 1808:374). Labillardidre, naturalist on the expedition, observed a small

village on Lord Howe island (Labillardidre l97l [800]:a29) . MacQuarrie's tour of

inspection inl924l25 included several villages on the southern coast, one of which,

Gnau, was described as a "fortress village" because of its elevated position on a

headland, and its palisade defences (1946:117,122).

Very few Europeans travellers ventured into the interior of Santa Cnv. The Spanish

didn't go there. Dillon was told by a Tikopian accompanying him that the "inland parts

are as thickly inhabited as the coasts, that they speak a different dialect, cultivate their

grounds exceedingly well, and keep their plantations clean and enclosed with fences of

reeds to defend their crops from the ravages of the hogs" (1972|8291:3la). During

Montgomery's visit in A.D.1892, he learned that the interior of Santa Cruz was

inhabited by "people of the same race" as the coastal villagers, and their villages were

"strongly defended" (Montgomery 1896:126). Whatever the size of the inland

population, the abandonment of interior villages seems to have happened rapidly.

During his visit in A.D. 1912, Speiser observed the predominantly coastal distribution

of Cruzian villages, and gave credence to the informant who told him there were hardly

any people living inland (Speiser 1913:285).
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The location of all site types on Santa Cntz, compiled from site record forms, is shown

in Fig.4.l. Site descriptions are detailed in Table 4.1. This material will be discussed

later in the chapter. There are fewer naratives that describe settlements on the Main

and Outer Reefs., but this paucity of information is compensated for to some extent by

site survey data. Figures 4.2-4.5 relating to the Main and Outer Reef Islands show the

locations of sites with midden, or with ceramics, and the locations of old villages. Site

descriptions are provided in Table 4.2 Almost all sites are within ca 200m or less from

the coast. Interestingly, SE-RF-3 and SE-RF-l9 are both exceptions, SE-RF-I9 being

the site at greatest distance from the present coastline (approx. 800m inland). There

seems to be some patterning in the distribution of old village sites, which are located

predominantly on the eastern and southeastern coast of Lomlom (Ngalo) and Ngaua

Islands of the Main Reef Islands.

It is more diffrcult to make any systematic argument about the size or nature of

settlements (i.e dispersed or nucleated) over time. Excavations are usually restricted in

scope, so the size of a site is estimated from surface artefact distributions (often

pottery), not the number of buildings. Lapita settlements overall cluster into three

broad size categories, most falling into the small hamlets/villages range (<5,000m2), a

smaller group in the 9-15,000m2 rarrge, and and a very small number apparently

representing very large settlements, e.g. Talepakemalai at 82,000m2 1t"" Green 1998,

Kirch 1997 167, Lepofsky 1988). SE-RF-2 lies at the smaller end of the small hamlet

cluster (Green 1993). At N<ivlad and Mdailu, superimposed "house" foundations

(discussed later) testiff to reuse of the sites. The houses mapped at Dai and Naiavila

villages need not all have been contemporaneous, but are certainly

penecontemporaneous. Historical narratives (above) show different sizes of nucleated

settlements. N<ivlad rockshelter provides evidence of intermittent use for the first 1000

years, and then continuous use into the ethnographic present (McCoy and Cleghorn

1988).

Traditional village structures and spatial organisation

Davenport described four main structures in traditional villages on the Main and Outer

Reef Islands and Santa Cruz: the men's house, family dwellings, the cult house and a

circular dance ground. As a general principle, a village was oriented with male and

female sides (Davenport 1964a:66 for Santa Cruz; 1969:170, for the Main Reefs;

1972a:75 for the Outer Reefs;1968b:149 for Taumako). The structures were located

with the objective of keeping the sexes separated, although this was less rigidly

enforced on Nupani (Davenport I972a:34). The separation did not arise from concems

about female pollution, but more from a sense of propriety (Davenport 1965:170).
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Table 4.3 Local Names for Principal Village Structures

Structure Santa Cruz Main Reefs Outer Reefs

men's house madai (t)
mandai 6)

sepolau (2) afolau (s)

dwelling 'ma (4)

matu (5) (Dai viilase)

nuopa (2) 2

cult house madukna il) opone (2) fale atua or faleitu (3)

dance circle nova (4) nupuana (2) ?

Sources: l: Davenport 1990;2:Davenport 1969, 3:Davenport 1972a" 4:Codrington 1972[ 891],

5: McCoy and Cleghorn 1988: round house form in Dai village, 6: Wilson 1932.

Ments houses - documentary evidence

The men's house association was the political organisation of the village, with the men's

house being the focal point for the association's activities. A village might have more

than one association and house. Typically, the male side of the village was oriented to

the coast, where the men's house stood on the beach near a good canoe landing. In

inland villages, the men's house was located towards the edge of the village near the

main path (Davenport 1965:169). On Santa Cntz, multiple houses were aligned in a

row (Davenport 1964a:66). The men's house was the place where i) trade was carried

out, and trading parties received hospitality; ii) craft specialities were practised; iii)

adolescent boys and unmarried men slept and ate; iv) concubines lived (before

concubinage was abolished); and v) social activities were centred (Davenport I964a:66-

67, 1969:165,167,171,213-5; 1972a;34,50-52,). These functions seem broadly

consistent in the various islands. (A possible exception is the reluctance of Polynesian

speakers to engage in concubinage (I972a:86). It is not clear from Davenport's

comments that concubines were actually maintained in the Outer Reef Islands, but they

were not kept on Taumako (1968b:171)). The men's house, however, was not also a

canoe house (Davenport 1969:165). On Santa Crvz, both Carteret and Dillon saw large

canoes hauled up on the beach, covered with "with awnings or shades over them"

(Hawkesworth 1775:296), or coconut leaves (Dillon 1972118291:288)). Codrington

(l972US9Il:231) seems to have been misinformed when he asserted that it also served

this ancillary purpose on Santa Cruz. At the time of Davenport's fieldwork, the

functions of the men's associations had been undermined by European political and

juridical processes, and the demise of the local trade system (see Chapter Three).

However, where villages lacked a men's house, they still provided separate sleeping

quarters for adolescent and unmarried men.

Davenport provides few details about the interiors of men's houses. On Santa Cntz, a

men's house contained a comparison bar - a decorated bamboo pole (a sacred object) -

over which rolls of red feather money were hung while their value was being assessed
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(1964a:67). Whether the comparison bar was a regular feature of men's houses

elsewhere is not stated, and cannot be determined from the historical sources. On Santa

Cruz and Trevanion (Tdmotu Neo) Islands, it was the prerogative of heads of men's

associations to construct altars for the images of their tutelary deities in the men's

house. This might be either an alternative to the household altar, or a second shrine in

some cases (Davenport 1990:102-103). In the men's house the shrine could either be

set against the wall where the client slept at night, or an image of the deity might be

carved into the posts supporting the storage rack that was constructed over the hearth

(1990:103).

The main deficiency of the historical literature as a resource for tracking the existence

and functions of men's houses over time is the lack of specificity. Many visits were of

such short duration that the Europeans failed to differentiate dwellings from men's

houses, consequently there are many references to "houses" which might represent

either structure. Happily, this is not the case for one of the earlier narratives, Carteret's

visit in A.D.1767. Carteret's men were received in a "house" in Bloody Bay (Santa

Cruz) which lay about 15-20 yards from the beach, and was longer than any of the

numerous houses in the village. It was sited close to the water, was "neatly built and

thatched", and the sides and floors were lined with "a kind of fine matting"

(Hawkesworth 1775.286,291). Carteret's party surmised that this longer house served

as a "council-house" or communal facility (1775:291).

Unequivocal references to men's houses do not feature again in the naratives until the

late 1800s, but by this time most visitors (whatever their occupation) understood that

the men's house was the place in which visitors were received. The numerous later

accounts serve to confirm the presence of men's houses on the Polynesian-speaking

Outer Reef Islands as well as at different locations on Santa Cruz. See Plate 4.1 for the

men's house on Polynesian-speaking Pileni. Examples include Coote on Nifiloli and on

Santa Cruz (1883:97,109), Montgomery at Nelua on Santa Cruz and on Pileni

(1896:135, 149), Wilson on Santa Cruz and Trevanion (Tiimotu Neo) (1932:114,123),

and Speiser on Santa Cruz (1913:282). Dewar realised that the women's houses in a

village in Carlisle Bay were somewhat removed, and he should not go near them, so we

can infer that the houses into which he was invited were probably communal structures.

"The natives offered me a most friendly welcome, invited me into their
houses, spreading mats for me to sit upon, and presenting me with cocoa-

nuts and bananas. Their abodes were far superior in construction to those

in the New Hebrides and Banks Islands. They were larger, lighter and

cleaner, and each one was surrounded by a strong stone wall, which was

evidently intended for purposes of defence."
(Dewar 1892:248-249).
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Goodenough and members of his landing party were received "into the houses nearest

the beach, and under cover ofa half-finished house", but he provides no details as to

use, construction or contents (1876:347). The inspections made by District Officer

MacQuarrie followed a pattern - he headed for the men's clubhouse "near the center of
each village" to meet the "chief and elders", sometimes going inside to discuss village

matters (1946:162-163). A departure from the norm, however, is Wilson's statement

that he was invited into "ghost" houses as an alternative to men's houses on Santa Cruz

(1932:r13).

The freer relationship between the sexes observed by Davenport on Nupani was

apparently not a recent outcome of missionary intervention. Bishop Montgomery and

his group were received into a men's house on Pileni, "and to our surprise the women

and girls came freely in and out and were unreproved" (1896:149). The courtesies

extended to guests, as Dewar's account (above) illustrates, included providing head

rests, food and company. Coote's experience on Nifiloli was similar: "The floor was

covered with mats and a finely-plaited one was brought for us to sit upon. The leading

men of the village sat all around, and hot breadfruit and yams were brought for us to

eat" (Coote 1883:97).

Few observers realised the full range of functions of the men's house enumerated by

Davenport. O'Fenall (1908:13,15), and Rivers (1914:223 concerning the Reef Islands)

understood that men ate and slept there. (O'Fenall stated explicitly this applied to

unmarried men and older male children). Only Speiser described the accommodation

provided for concubines. Their sleeping areas were low enclosures with a half-height

entrance, located in one or two corners of the house (1916:50). This detail was never

mentioned in missionary narratives. Descriptions of men undertaking craft work in the

men's houses, or local trading expeditions doing business there are rare. Speiser stated

that a stone slab used for polishing shell ornaments was buried in front of the men's

house (1916:95).

The beach front location of the men's house(s) is well affested (examples above, and

Coombe for Pileni (1911:202), Speiser (1913'282)) but architectural details are more

varied. Villages often had more than one men's house (O'Fenall 1908:15), consistent

with Davenport's testimony. Wilson (I932:tl3) suggests three or four per village;

Rivers (1914:223) reports "several" in a village on Te Motu (Tomotu Neo) Island. The

shape might be square (Speiser l9l3:282, O'Ferrall (1908:15) on Te Motu, Wilson on

Santa Cnu (1932:113), or rectangular (Rivers (1914:223) in a Te Motu village).

Floor mats are a consistent feature (e.g. Hawkesworth 1775:286, Speiser l9l3:282).

The floor itself was "strewn with beach pebbles" (Speiser 1916:50); or consisted of a
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shingle topping over a base of large coral stones, (which raised the floor a foot or two),

with mats laid over the shingle (Coombe 19ll:187, O'Fenall 1908:15, Speiser

l9l6:50).

Wall coverings of diflerent materials were described. According to Carteret, the sides

of the men's house were lined with fine matting (Hawkesworth 1775:286). The

clubhouses on Te Motu (Ttimotu Neo) Island were made of slabs of wood, with the

framework held together with "bands of split cane", but the Christian villages had

thatched walls instead of plank because they liked to "introduce little innovations in

their architecture" (O'Fenall 1908:15). Speiser suggested another possibility, one in

which there were no side walls - a variant not mentioned elsewhere. For the details of
the interior construction of men's houses, and names of constituent parts, Speiser refers

to Thilenius, whose description apparently refers to Santa Cruz. Men's houses

(1916:43-46) were square with a gabled roof supported by three rows of posts. The

walls were about seven metres long, with a door in the center of each wall. The tallest

middle posts (fraiboi) were 3-4 metres high, and the outer posts (tamba) were shorter,

and usually of tree fern. The notched posts supported beams of hard wood, to which an

infrastructure of bamboo cross-poles and cross-sticks was attached. The roof was

covered with sago-palm leaves strung on sticks, like tiles. Thilenius observed upright

boards of tree fern, tied together with rattan, forming the front and back walls of the

men's house. The side walls might be constructed in the same way, but where the

structure lacked side walls, the roof would reach to the ground. According to Speiser,

the roof ridge was often covered by a beam, frequently an old canoe, which was

weighted down with blocks of coral (1916:47). Plain or plaited coconut leaves might

be laid on this to provide protection.

There were usuatly four entrances, but other variations are described. Dillon,

describing villages in the vicinity of Graciosa Bay which he observed from on board

ship as he sailed past, said that the houses were larger than usually seen in the South

Seas, and had a door at each end and at each side (1972U8291:290). (It is inferred that

these are men's houses, their larger size and proximity to the shore making them more

visible from a passing ship than dwellings). The men's house sited slightly inland from

Lelouova Bay (Santa Cruz) had t'wo or three doorways that were low, and square in

shape (Coote 1883:109-110); whereas the houses on Te Motu usually had four doors

(O'Fenall 1908:15). Natei's men's house apparently only had one door, which was

nilrow and low (Montgomery 1896:135). The low doorway served a defensive

purpose, preventing an enemy from seeing inside (Wilson 1932:ll3). ln Gnau village

on the south coast of Santa Cruz the entrance was not more than three foot square,

through which one entered on hands and knees (MacQuarrie 1946:122). According to
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Speiser, there was generally a very low door in the middle of each wall, which might be

set in a frame, the upper part of which was sometimes carved. There might be folding

doors made of heavy tree fem boards, secured against the door opening from the inside

with wooden wedges (1916:172). An alternative form was mentioned by Thilenius -

folding doors of plaited coconut leaves (Speiser 1916:46).

Rarely mentioned architectural details include the "massive roof beams" seen in Natei's

men's house on Santa Cruz (Wilson 1932:115), which was forty feet square, and "loffy"

(Montgomery 1896:135); and the stone terrace or foundation on which the men's house

was erected. Coote's sketch (1883:109) shows just how substantial such a foundation

might be, in this case with exterior steps leading to the entrance on a side wall (see

Plate 4.2). Speiser observed a men's house in Santa Cruz erected on a six foot high

stone terrace (1913:282), and asserted that all the men's houses were erected on stone

bases (1916:51). Generally overlooked in the descriptions (although not by Speiser

1916) is the roof-line, which photographs and illustrations show is routinely a low gable

(not projecting).

Reports as to the contents of men's houses are fairly consistent, although no references

to comparison bars are made. A storage platform over a fire is mentioned frequently

(Coombe 1911:187; MacQuarrie 1946:122, O'Fenall 1908:15, Speiset 1913:282-3,

Wilson t932:lI5). Some reported that the fire was located in the center of the house

(Wilson 1932, Speiser 1913, 1916 ), while Coote (1883:110) said that the fire was in

one corner although the stage was central. According to Speiser, the fire pit was

square, walled with hardwood beams, and was ca 1.5 m long and 30cm deep. It was not

used for cooking (Speiser 1916:48). The four-posted platform appears to have been a

multi-tiered structure (Coombe lgll:187) on which food (Coombe 1911:187, Wilson

L932115), arrows, bags of nuts and "other treasures" were kept (Coote 1883:110). The

supporting posts might be carved, said to represent the duka posts found in the cult

house (Speiser 1916:48). Speiser also reported seeing in a few of the men's houses, "in

small niches in the wall, ... wooden statuettes (only one in each case) similar to [a figure

he collected] ...which was regarded as sacred and which even I was not permitted to

touch" (Speiser 1916:205-206, cited and translated in Davenport 2005:36).

Many accounts from Carteret onwards (Hawkesworth 1775:291) mention the numerous

rurows and sometimes bows stored within the men's house (Coombe 1911:187, Coote

1 883 : I I 0, O'Ferrall I 908: I 5). Other contents include the skulls of pig, fish and turtles

hanging from the roof (Coombe 19ll:187-88, O'Ferrall 1908:15,); and sundries such

as nets, cloths, ropes and fishing lines suspended on bamboo poles, as well as canoe

paddles (Coombe 1911:187-88, O'Fenall 1908:15, Wilson 1932:ll5); palm leaf
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umbrellas and small gourds for lime containers (O'Fenall 1908:15). The only furniture

consisted of wooden headrests (Coombe I 9l I : I 87, O'Ferrall 1 908: I 5).

Speiser (1916:47-48) furnished a rare description of structures in the interior of Santa

Cnn. (We must presume this derives from his own observation, as it is unreferenced).

Because he had asserted that men's houses and dwellings were very similar, it is not

certain whether he is describing men's houses only, or dwellings as well. ln any case,

there are noteable differences in construction to that described for coastal men's houses.

Inland, the gable walls consisted of "horizontal bamboos tied together one above the

other", not upright tree fern boards. Furthermore, often one end of the house had a

semicircular, roofed front part, a form not known otherwise on Santa Cruz or the Reef

Islands. Speiser was intrigued with the problem of the ultimate origin of this form, and

how long it had been built on Santa Cruz.

This section concludes with the more ambiguous or unusual descriptions of "houses",

which might be men's houses or dwellings. D'Entrecasteaux described Cruzian

"houses" as being more elevated than those of the Friendly Isles (Tonga), oblong in

shape, commodious, and having doors and windows (Rossel 1808:379). Although he

sent out surveying parties, this expedition had little opportunity to observe villages

close up, so they are more likely to have seen structures nearer to the shore rather than

inland. The large size of these structures, and the presence of windows (a feature seen

in Coote's drawing (1883:109)) may indicate men's houses. Rannie examined the

"houses" at abay next to Bloody Bay, and described them as "large, roomy dwellings",

many of them surrounded by a stone wall (1912:174). There is nothing in these

descriptions that conflicts with the attributes of men's houses already outlined, and

indeed it could be argued that these were likely to be men's houses based on the size of

the buildings. However, we should leave open the possibility that the dwellings of

Santa Cruz were not uniform in either size or form, a problem to which we retum in a

following section.

The contradiction in Dillon's description (1972|8291:3la) is more easily resolved.

Apparently repeating what crew members have told him, he seems to have reversed the

functions of dwellings (which he said were large enough to accommodate fifty people)

and buildings with spiral roofs which serve religious or other special purposes

(l972|lS29l:314). Given that Dillon spent time at Graciosa Bay, a reasonable

explanation is that the round houses were dwellings and the larger structures were

men's houses. Bushart's description of Mambo village (Santa Cnn) is also ambiguous.

The village consisted of "several large houses surrounded by dry stone walls: the floor
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matted over, with a cooking-place in the centre like those at Mannicolo" (Dillon

r972U8291:301).

Another "misfrt" is the house of the fishermen ("maison des p6cheurs") in Nimbelowi

village on the south coast of Santa Cntz, visited by D'Obrenan in A.D. 1935. It was

large, with a post supporting the roof. On the central post was a finely sculpted, small

figurine of a seated man. The building contained fishing equipment, and furniture in

the form of seats fashioned from tree branches, for the old men. On a shelf, and looking

down from the walls, were a total of nine human skulls (D'Obrenan 1939:122-123). A

drawing made by D'Obrenan's wife of the interior of a fishermen's house is published in

Girard (197I:276 Fig. 2). The sketch shows a small statuette in human form

surrounded by skulls and rolls of red feather money. Davenport (2005:5) interpreted

this structure as a men's house, not a special strucfure associated with a particular

occupational group. The visibility of human skulls at this late date is interesting.

Despite their familiarity with men's houses, the missionaries' descriptions do not

mention skulls, nor do any other accounts from Santa Cruz. Perhaps the explanation

lies in the southern coast location, which may have insulated villages there from

mission influence. D'Obrenan observed that the men of the house seemed less

accustomed to contact with strangers than men of other villages (Davenport 2005:5).

Near Cape Mendaffa, MacQuarrie received an urgent invitation to follow some locals

into the forest a few hundred metres from the shore, where two or three "frshermen's

huts" were located (1946:131). The text contains no details that either support or

contradict MacQuarrie's functional interpretation, but the building visited by D'Obrenan

seems to be of a different order.

Turning now to the very earliest record, Quiros noticed two buildings in each village

that differed from the more numerous dwellings. Markham translated these as "long

houses", but the exact shape of these structures was not specified by Quiros. One

served as an "oracle" and contained badly carved human figures in half relief, and the

second was for community use (Markharn 196711904]:52). Dalrymple described the

former structure as a "large" rather than long house, and hence seems to be indicating

some size difflerence between the two (1967U770]:19$. Burney (1967[806]:168)

described both buildings as "large". The location of the long houses relative to

dwellings is not discussed, nor were the frrnctions of the communal house enumerated.

Dwellings - documentary evidence

According to Davenport, in traditional settlements, the women's side of the village was

made up of the dwellings which were located behind the men's house(s) (sometimes at a
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distance), and the gardens. Davenport's (1969) detailed description of traditional

dwellings relates to those found on the Main Reefs, not Santa Cruz. The traditional

Main Reef Islands dwelling was a low, rectaneular structure with no windows or

interior partitions, and a steeply pitched roof. Eaves overhanging the low doorways

kept out the elements and anows. Construction materials consisted of panels of sago

palm and coconut leaflets, the former being stitched, and the latter plaited, tied over a

timber frame @avenport 1969:170). No dimensions of the houses were given.

Inside the dwelling, separate spaces were designated for men and women, reflecting the

sexual division of the settlement itself. It had at least two doorways, one of which was

exclusively for male use, and opened towards the men's house. The internal space

adjacent to this door was occupied by the head of the household. A second door

(sometimes more than one) for women's use opened towards the female side, (the

back), of the village. The interior space by this door was the women's area, where

women and children slept, and the earth oven and cooking equipment were located

(Davenport 1969:170). A storage rack with shelves was built over a second hearth

which was located in the center of the sandy floor. Perishables stored on the rack

(e.g.canarium nuts and red feather money) were protected from mold by the smoke and

heat of the fire. There may have been a second hearth and rack if necessary, that would

be located "elsewhere" (Davenport: 1969 :17 0).

In a Santa Cruz or Main Reefs dwelling, an altar for the image of a tutelary deity might

be found (Davenport, 1969.226, 1990:100). Only on Santa Cruz and Tdmotu Neo

Islands were the tutelaries represented in human form (1990:98). There, the altar on

which the image was the centrepiece was usually located in a corner of the man's side of

the dwelling, and was avoided by women and children (1990:103). Placed with the

image were rolls of old red feather money, and the skulls of former clients of the deity

who had passed on the relationship to the present client (1990:102). In the Main Reefs,

the image was represented by a decorated stick that was hung from a rafter (1969:226).

It does not appear that a domestic altar was maintained by the Polynesian-speaking

Outer Reef Islanders.

The pattern described by Davenport of locating dwellings behind or somewhat separate

from the men's houses is supported by a few observers for Santa Cnn. In Carlisle Bay,

Dewar noted the locals "evidently entertained a very strong objection to our

approaching the huts which were set apart for the women" (1892:249). Another village

close by had about half a dozen houses similar to those he had seen at Carlisle, and

despite the pleasant demeanour of the inhabitants, they didn't want his party going to

the women's huts, which were set apart (Dewar 1892: 249). Similarly Speiser recorded
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that women's dwellings were located a little distance inland from the "gamal" (men's

house), and were "separated by high walls from the outer world" (Speiser l9l3:284).

lntruding into the women's areq or even approaching a woman too closely, were

transgressions that frequently resulted in feuds (1913:25\. On Pileni, the "gamal"

(men's house) was squre and fronted on to the sea, and the houses stood behind

(Coombe l9ll:202).

Speiser's assertion that there was a "residence village" consisting of the family houses

and the women's house, the latter being the place where the women and girls spent the

days when not in the gardens, is completely pvzzling (Speiser 1916:109). No other

observers recorded a women's house (apparently an analog of the men's house).

Whether this discrepancy resulted from a misunderstanding, or was an innovation in the

later historic period cannot be determined.

These naratives show that male visitors were expected to respect the convention that

separated the sexes, the result being that most travellers did not have the opportunity to

view the interior of local homes. Our knowledge of the dwelling comes principally

from missionaries who received invitations to visit the private houses of various

"chiefs". O'Ferrall (1908) is the most informative about house design. Each house had

only one door, (not the two or three of Davenport's description), which was so low that

one needed to stoop to enter. It was fashioned this way to keep the sun out. "Within

the hut there is barely room to stand upright, for in the centre stands a large platform on

four massive posts about five feet high: on this the food is stored to preserve it from the

rats which abound " (1908:13). According to Speiser, the platform over the firepit was

bamboo, the arrangement being the same as that found in the men's house (1916:43

Red feather money was also stored in the house (Coombe lgll 182, in the house of a

"chief' on Te Motu island, Wilson 1932:115, Natei's private house, Santa Cnn). In

the house of an important man the posts of this stand would be carved (O'Ferrall

1908:13). Wall materials might be either plank or thatch (Coombe 1911:188, O'Ferrall

1908:13). Round houses had topknots of coral, (Wilson 1932112, Coombe 1911:188,

O'Ferrall 1908:13, Speiser 1916:43 or an upturned basket or leaf (Speiser 1916:.43 A

coral base was laid around the house foundation, to prevent rain water flooding the

house (O'Fenall 1908:13, Coombe l9l1:188).

On the Reef Islands, Girieud and Herrenschmidt thought the local houses looked like

European dwellings. They were elevated, constructed on foundation walls about one

metre high, and had a door on each face (1898:106). In this case, they do seem to be

talking about dwellings, because they later discussed the young men's house, and

distinguished chiefly houses because they were larger than the others (1898:107).
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Polygyny was tolerated but apparently was not commonplace and did not involve large

numbers of wives (Davenport 1965:187 for Santa Cntz, 1969:194 for the Main Reefs,

1972a:85 for the Outer Reefs). According to Dillon (1972118291:305), it was practised

by "persons of rank", but there are few sources that describe the living arrangements for

multiple wives. Coote (1883: 98) was invited to a "chiefs" house on Nifiloli in which

four stalls or partitions delineated the sleeping areas for each of the chiefs wives.

These divisions were also observed in other houses, up to a maximum of six, but he did

not say whether all these were the homes of chiefs. Coombe (1911:182) reported that a

chief on Te Motu was said to have eight wives living in his house. Speiser, however,

stated that a separate house must be built for each wife (1916:109).

A feature remarked upon in some places was the very close proximity of houses.

Montgomery (1896:14l) wrote; "I was arnazed at the clustering villages in Te Motu.

The people seem to swann, and the huts were built so close together that one quite lost

one's bearings in the winding paths". In Beattie's photographs of Te Motu (Tdmotu

Neo) villages the closeness of dwellings is striking, and aural privacy cannot have been

a priority given this layout (see Plates 4.3 and 4.4). Coote also remarked on the

closeness of the houses in Lelouova village, Santa Cruz (1883:1ll). Whether such a

tight association of dwellings was a common feature in other villages cannot be

determined from the texts, but photographs suggest that this was not always the case.

In A.D. 1595, the Spanish observed houses in Graciosa Bay that were round in shape.

While Markham, Bumey and Dalrymple agree on this detail, their translations

conceming other features of the house are more ambiguous. In Graciosa Bay, Quiros

saw houses that were built of overlapping boards, "on a single frame of stout wood".

They had two "lofts" which were reached by ladders, "with roofs of interlaced palms,

like hen lofts in Castille. They are all open, half the height of a man, and surrounded by

a wall of loose stones, with an opening instead of a door. The eaves do not reach to the

boards of the roof, and serve as a shelter" (Markham 1967119041:,51-52.)

Both Bumey's and Dalrymple's translations suggest a central supporting post rather than

a space frame construction: Dalrymple says houses were "raised on a single stake of

large wood' (1967117701:194), and Burney, on "a single thick post or stanchion"

(1967[806]:168). Burney refened to "apartments" (1967[1806]:168) rather than lofts,

and Dalrymple said the houses had two stories (1967117701:l9a). Graebner

(1962[1909]:37) regarded the reports of 2-storied houses as "trustworthy', but later

observations suggest that a loft or storage platform is more likely.
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Exactly what part of the house was "open, half the height of a man" (Marktam

196711904l:52) is not clear, but Bumey suggested "the lower part" (1967[1806]:168).

If it is indeed the walls that are meant, (which Graebner assumed 1962[1909]:89), I

can find no confirmation of open-sided houses in naratives or photographs from the

later historic period.

A noteable discrepancy in the historic accounts concerns the shape of dwellings, and it

is surprisingly diffrcult to tell if the explanation is distributional or temporal. Round

houses were seen by the Spanish at Graciosa Bay, while Davenport stated that

traditional houses (in the Reef Islands) were rectanzular, and does not specifu what

shape the traditional houses were on Santa Cruz. Howevero we know from the

archaeology that both forms were present. Perhaps round houses had a localised

distribution in the past, but the relative paucity of information about the Main and Outer

Reef Islands compared to that available for different locations on Santa Cruz makes this

difficult to assess. It is frequently not apparent in the narratives, when some feature is

described as "Cruzian" or being found on "Santa Cruz", whether these terms are being

used explicitly to refer to that island only, or inclusively to encompass the Reef Islands

as well. The missionary O'Ferrall, who lived in the district from 1897-1904, was more

careful than most about this distinction, but regrettably not in the case of round houses.

Santa Cruz houses were "usually" round (O'Fenall 1908:13), were sometimes made

from wooden planks but more commonly had sago palm thatching, but he does not say

whether the same or a different form was found in the Reef Islands. Certainly

rectangular buildings predominate in all photographs from the Reef Islands. However,

one of Beattie's 1906 series of photographs taken on Polynesian-speaking Matema (see

Plate 4.5) captured two different roof forms - an orderly low-gable type, and a

haphazardly built roof apparently of conical shape. Foy described the latter as a "conical

roofed hut", apparently implying it was a round house (Foy in Speiser 191644 but the

form of the building is obscured by a wall. Beattie's diary does not mention round

houses on Matema (Beattie MS).

A related problem is whether round houses were built all over Santa Cntz, or only in

certain districts of that island. This is why the imprecision about men's houses and

dwellings (discussed previously) is important. Round houses certainly were built on

Tdmotu Neo Island, where they were the dominant form, as illustrated in Beattie's 1906

photographs. However, photos by Beattie of other Santa Cruz villages taken at the same

time do not show round houses. In A.D.1834, when locals retreated from Morrell's

party, he pursued them up a hill, and entered their village of "wigwams" (in Jacobs

1844:232), which suggests round houses some distance inland, but their precise

location cannot be determined. However, the men's house identified by Carteret's men
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in Bloody Bay was described as being longer than the other structures in the village, not

of a fundamentally different shape. Similarly, Dewar described houses and women's

huts in Carlisle Bay, again suggesting a difference in size rather than shape (1892:249).

The best evidence that round houses were found beyond the western end of Santa Cruz

comes from A. Markham, who did not anchor at Graciosa Bay, but went ashore at

Byron Bay further east along the northern coast of Santa Crvz. He described the

dwellings as "low, small, and dirty huts of a circular shape, roofed with the leaf of the

cocoa-nut tree, and containing no fumiture of any description" (1873:165).

The round form seems to have persisted longer on Te Motu than it did in Graciosa Bay.

Codringlon reported "square" houses on Santa Cruz (1891:301), but had been informed

that round houses were still being built. Montgomery said that the building of round

houses was confined to Te Motu (1896:140). Beattie (MS:53) also thought round

houses were restricted to the Te Motu area. His party went "... into the village among

the round houses the great feature of this part of Santa Cnn. How did the idea of

building round houses originate here? In no other part does such building show".

Round houses were also found in the elevated interior villages of Te Motu (MS:54).

Rivers observed both round and rectangular houses in a large village visited by him on

Te Motu (1914: 223), but believed the distribution of round houses to be very

circumscribed. They were found only in Santa Cntz, he asserted, and then only on Te

Motu island and the district on Santa Cruz with which the residents of Te Motu were

"especially associated" (1914:456). Although he does not say so, he presumably means

Graciosa Bay. It is difficult to assess how quickly the round house disappeared from

Santa Cn:z. Speiser (who resided in Graciosa Bay in A.D. 1912) asserted that the

houses were square, but there were a few circular ones, although this type was now

"very rare in these regions" (1913:284). In A.D.1935, D'Obrenan visited four Cruzian

villages - Nol6, Naap6, Nonia and Bolajambowi - all of which were constructed on the

same model. They contained a dance circle, and rectangular houses ("maisons") of

stone and planks with roofs of coconut leaves (D'Obrenan 1939:126). Round houses

disappeared very abruptly, apparently, from Tomotu Neo. In A.D.1906, they were the

dominant form in Beattie's photographs, but Dai village on T<imotu Neo, which was

abandoned in A.D.1924, contained only three round houses (McCoy and Cleghorn

1988:l I l).

Men's houses and dwellings - comparison of ethnographically documented

attributes

Speiser's statement that men's houses and dwellings may be quite similar (1916:47)

forewarns that these structures may be difficult to differentiate from archaeological

remains. Table 4.4 summarises the various attributes of men's houses and dwellings
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based on the narratives, as a preliminary step to assessing the archaeological evidence.

The naratives suggest that men's houses are larger than dwellings, and may be

rectangular or square, but not round. Inland, they may have had a rounded end. In

coastal villages, they have a distinctive position, being sited near the shore. Both

buildings may be erected on a foundation platform, and both have a prepared floor.

Both generally lack internal walls, but family houses may contain separate sleeping

compartments for multiple wives, and men's houses may have sleeping areas for

concubines in one or two comers. Altars for tutelary dieties may be found in both

structures, associated with which may be human skulls (prior clients of the deity;.

Animal skulls (turtles, pigs, fish), on the other hand, appear to be more commonly

associated with men's houses. Both buildings have a central storage rack located over a

fire/hearth. Speiser described a substantial, walled fire pit, but whether it was always

so robust cannot be verified from other accounts. Dwellings contained an earth oven on

the side opening to the back of the village. Most of the contents listed in these

buildings are organic and unlikely to survive. Fishhooks and arrow points in men's

houses might perhaps be exceptions. A large stone for shell working located outside

the building may be another feature of a men's house.

Men's houses and dwellings - archaeological evidence

The archaeological evidence for structures interpreted as men's houses or dwellings is

considered next, in light of the summary above. The dimensions of the structures

(calculated from plans) are tabulated in Table 4.5. Men's houses are discussed first.

In Dai village (McCoy and Cleghorn 1988), informants identified five rectangular

"single men's houses", one to the S/W and the others to the SIE of the dance circle. All
lie along the seaward edge of the village, with houses inland. Two buildings were small

(ca l5-16m2;, while the other three ranged from 33-ca 4Im2. This size differential

suggests that they might not all have been traditional men's association houses, as

accommodation for single men was still provided after the significance of men's houses

waned under European influence. The three larger men's houses exceed in size any of
the round or rectangular dwellings in this site.

In the Naiavila complex inland (Yen 1976), men's houses and dwellings alike were built

on platforms incorporating natural limestone outcrops, with low walls (20-30cm wide)

of single or double rock alignments. Three rectangular men's houses were identified by

informants. The smallest was ca 33m2 and the largest over 60m2. Two (Features 3 and

35) were located peripherally to dwellings, but the third (Feature 32) was not so

removed. No excavations were conducted in these structures, and no mention is made

of surface collected artefacts. The size difference between men's houses and dwellings
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is not so clear cut at Naiavila. A number of larger houses are in the same range (over

lOm2) as the smaller of the men's houses.

At the Mateone dance circle site, dating to a time prior to A.D. 1800, one structure

(layer IV) was "provisionally" inferred to be a men's house because of its location and

apparent evidence of craft specialisation centred on Trochus shells. These clues as to

the function of this structure are more compelling than any case that could be mounted

on the basis of shape or size. An unpublished plan provided by McCoy showed a stone

foundation, and associated paving. One side of the structure was partially uncovered,

the exposed section measuring approx 4.lm in length. This probable men's house is not

well dated, but lies in the interval between the 14th and l8th centuries (McCoy and

Cleghorn 1988:l 10-l I 1).

No men's house has been identified positively from excavations at any earlier Reef-

Santa Cruz sites. Green suggested that a small area north of the main structure at

Nenumbo (SE-RF-2) with a low surface concentration of pottery and artefacts would

merit further excavation to see if this might be the remains of a men's house. At this

point, all that can be said is that the structure is considerably smaller (atca22-25m2)

than the Nenumbo principal structure, and of most of the securely identifred men's

houses of the ethnographic era, though it is of roughly the same size as the smaller

single men's houses in Dai village.

Family dwellings are considered next, including the spatial relationships between

dwellings, earth ovens, and burials. At Dai village, rectangular houses predominated,

but three round forms (matu) were also found. Both types were used at the same time

(McCoy and Cleghom 1988:111). The estimated sizes of these structures are tabulated

in Table 4.5. The round ones are slightly smaller (averaging just over tlm2) than the

rectangular houses (averaging ZZm2). (It should be noted, however, that while the

identification of the round houses was made explicitly in the text, the rectangular

structures other than men's and cult houses were not individually identified. In order to

estimate size, the assumption has been made that the rest are also house sites. While

this may not be correct in all cases, it probably holds in general).

At Naiavila (Yen 1976b), house sites were identified explicitly in the text on the basis

of informant testimony. Like men's houses, house platforms were outlined in

limestone rocks, l-2 courses high, and 20-30cm wide. They were rectansular, ffid

ranged in size from less than 9m2 to over 37m2, averaging ca27m2. Skulls were

surface collected on two house sites (Features 18 and 19); another skull was collected

outside the northeast corner of Feature l0 (another house); and "a pile of human skulls
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and bottle fragments" was recovered from a corner of the "chiefs house" (Feature 7)

(Yen 1976b:210). Excavations were carried out at four house sites (Features 12,13,14

and 36). Features 13 and 14 both contained shallow fireplaces. Few cultural remains

were recovered (Yen 1976b:218-219), and Yen made no comment about the spatial

separation of men's and women's activities within dwellings.

Comparatively few details have been published about the coral foundations interpreted

as dwelling house outlines in both the Mdailu and Ntivlad sites, but I am indebted to Pat

McCoy for supplying unpublished data about these sites. At the Ndvlaci rockshelter

site, at the front of the smaller overhang, in layer VIII (late ceramic period, ca 2000BP),

were three superimposed coral foundations, interpreted as houses (1988:107). At

Mdailu, partial outlines in coral cobble of two superimposed "houses" were found in

layers IIb and IV (associated with plainware, ca 2600BP). The superimposed

alignments in layer II rested on top of a coral pebble "pavement" (McCoy pers. cofirm.

to Green in letter 12.2.02). One of the houses (Feature 14) contained a small, coral

outlined fireplace (Feature l2). At least one perimeter posthole for one alignment can

be identified (McCoy and Cleghorn 1988: Sq M9- cross section).

These coral alignments at Mdailu and Ndvlad were originally described as the

foundations of round houses, thus constituting a point of continuity (along with stone-

lined ovens) into the late ethnographic period (McCoy and Cleghorn 1988:114). The

criteria by which the alignments were determined to be houses were not stated. McCoy

has recently reviewed the earlier identification of house form in these two sites, and

now believes they are more likely to have been round-ended houses (pers. comm. to

Green in letter 12.2.02).In my view, too little of the foundations have been exposed at

Mdailu to reconstruct the complete structures with any accuracy. However, at Ndvlaci,

the alignments appear more elliptical or oval-shaped than round-ended, and contrast

with the circular/round houses described in the contact period. The size of one structure

at Ndvlad can be extrapolated (Feature 45), and is approx. 19 m2. No postholes are

shown on the excavation plan.

The Nenumbo Lapita site of ca 3,000BP (SE-RF-2) is unusual in that it is one site

where excavations have been on a large areal scale. The sherd-defined site area was

ll05m2, of which 800m2 exhibits dentate stamped sherds. In two seasons, 1535m2

were excavated, revealing numerous features including large and small postholes, and

pits of various sizes and functions (discussed below). This information, combined with

the distributions of pottery sherds, lithics, and faunal remains, revealed the relationship

of various structures in the site, and activity area differentiation within the principal
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structure and outside it. The findings have been published extensively by Green and

colleagues (Green 1976a,1979, Green and Pawley 1999, Sheppard and Green l99l).

Initial interpretations of the main structure at SE-RF-2 were tentative; "We are unable

clearly to identiff living houses. The central structure may be a living house or some

sort of special purpose stucture such as a men's house or community house" (Sheppard

and Green l99l:100). Green and Pawley (1999) reinterpreted the structural evidence,

however, taking into account linguistic reconstructions of Austronesian (and in

particular Oceanic) architectural and related terms, and comparative ethnology. They

suggested the site was probably occupied by a single household (Green and Pawley

199977), and that the central structure was a large (7x10m), rectangular house with

sandy floor, (i.e. built on the ground, not on a mound or on stilts), "possibly oriented

along the historic beach" (Green and Pawley 1999:41). The walls of this building were

enclosed, "formed by a series of single large posts and a ridegpole was supported by a

central row of posts of which some at the southem end were quite large compared to the

wall posts". There may have been a storage platform, internal partition or raised floor

at the southern end of the structure (Sheppard and Green l99l:94, 100). Within the

main structure were numerous small shallow pits, most lying along a diagonal running

from the SW corner of the building (1991:94). This patterning, and the absence of any

pits in the SE corner of the building, suggested "some partitioning of space in terms of

use" (1991:94). A concentration of fishbone correlated with the line of the pits

(1991:95). It was argued that food had been consumed in the house, and a little

preparation may also have taken place there. Differential distribution of chert points

and pottery suggested different activity areas within the structure (1991:81). The

evidence for gendered use of the dwelling space was slight, based on a possible male

tool-making area on the eastem side (1991:81).

Numerous small and medium sized postholes revealed in the southern part of the site

lacked coherent patterning, (with the possible exception of a fence on the eastem side),

and were interpreted as smaller, impermanent structures, perhaps representing "a

number of building episodes over time" (Sheppard and Green 1991:93). The site

contained different kinds of pits. Immediately to the south of the central building was

" a large shallow pit complex" (1991:91). In the southern part of the excavated area,

two "large, deep (80-65 cm) pit complexes" in squares tNY26-27:XY29-30 may have

been storage pits (1991:95). Very high concentrations of shell midden were found

around these pits. A large, deep, unlined rectangular pit in the southeast corner was

interpreted as a well (1991:91). This area behind the central structure was used

principally for food preparation (1991:43). A possible fence of stakes ran alongside the

rear portion of the site, beyond which to the southeast a small pottery scatter was
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found. Although originally given a separate site number, using ethnographic analogy

Green and Pawley suggested this might have been the site of a menstrual hut or a

priest's house (1999:30). Green and Pawley concluded that the SE-RF-2 site showed

some of the architectural and structural elements expected of Austronesian-speaking

societies in Oceania, and "nothing inconsistent with them" (1999:82).

The structures at Nenumbo, Mdailu and Ndvlaci, if indeed they are houses, differ in

several ways from later round houses. The Nenumbo structure is larger; its orientation

(along the beach) is the same as later men's houses, the intemal floor or platform is in a

different location, and no evidence was uncovered of a substantial central fireplace and

storage rack. Evidence for either specialised or gendered use of the structure is slight.

The cobble foundations at N<ivlad and Mdailu are of smaller structures, but little is

known of their internal features, bar one coral outlined fireplace, and the other

components of these settlements are uncertain, given the scale of excavation.

Earth ovens

Davenport's ethnographies state that traditional dwellings contained their own earth

oven (sometimes he refers to a cooking hearth), but he provides no details about size or

construction. The historic narratives indicate that earth ovens were used in domestic

and communal contexts. On the Reef Islands, Girieud and Herrenschmidt reported

that pork was cooked on heated rocks (1898:108); and the Spanish observed that the

Cruzians roasted pigs whole over stones (Markham 1967[1904]:a\. These

descriptions suggest shallow ovens. On Te Motu, Wilson observed 130 pigs cooked in

large ovens for the maturation feast of six boys. Each oven held five butchered pigs,

suggesting that the communal oven form may have been larger and deeper (Wilson

1932:145).

No information has been published about the location of ovens at Dai village, however

no separate cook houses were identified at the site (McCoy pers. comm. to R. Green

2004). In the Naiavila complex, many house platforms contained at least one comer

fireplace indicated by circular depressions or limestone piles. "In some cases (the larger

houses, according to Tauoto [informant]) there is more than one fireplace, and there are

larger similar shapes, more often than not in corner positions, identified as ovens" (Yen

I976b:209). Ovens were also found separate from house platforms, for communal use

(Yen 1976b:209). Three such ovens were excavated; one proved to have some other

undetermined function. Feature T4 was 1.3m diameter and ca.20 cm deep; while T3

was only 68 cm across, but extended to a depth of 50-68cm in three stratigraphic layers.
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At both Nrivlad and Mdailu, ovens were located separately from houses. ln plainware

levels at Mdailu, clusters of coral cobble-lined earth ovens in layers IIb and [V in the

same area (Squares G-H), testified to continuity in use of this space for cooking

(McCoy pers. comm. to R. Green 2002, and ms. 26.2.79). In both levels, the ovens

were located adjacent to house foundations/alignments. The intact condition of the

ovens suggested to McCoy that they had been buried prior to the subsequent occupation

(McCoy ms.27.2.79). On one surface (apparently layer II from information supplied),

the ovens were grouped in clusters (McCoy and Cleghorn 1988:110). Dimensions are

not available for all these later features. ln one case, the oven depth was assessed at

l5cm. The smallest oven is 35cm internal diameter, and the largest 70cm diameter,

with the rest lying between 40-60cm intemal diameter. There is restricted information

concerning shape, but some appear to have been oval-circular in form. ln addition,

"large numbers of earth ovens" (at least 14) were found in Lapita pottery bearing layer

V in this site (McCoy and Cleghorn 1988:103-109). The majority were clustered in

squares M7, M8, M9, N7, N8, N9, and 09. Again, the ovens are outlined in coral

cobbles, (in one case, to two courses high), and are oval-round in shape. One had a

recorded depth of 20cm. Dimensions have been estimated from drawings. The largest

is approx. 63x45cm in size, the smallest is 40cm in diameter.

At Ndvlao, coral-lined earth ovens were identified from aceramic layer IV, and ceramic

layers VIII and XII, with additional features that may have been ovens in layers III and

IV. All were located within the larger overhang, behind the dripline. There appear to

have been two size classes. Clusters of ovens in the same strafum as the house

foundations (layer VIII) attest to functional separation of these two areas at this time,

the oven clusters being interpreted as evidence of communal cooking (McCoy and

Cleghom 1988:107). The Nrivla<i ovens contained considerably more charcoal than the

Mdailu ones (McCoy ms. 26.2.79). The layer VIII ovens range from 14-40 cms in

depth, and25 - 70 cms intemal diameter. Two of the ovens have coral cobble rims 2-3

courses high. Two other possible oven features from other layers fall within these size

parameters. However, one feature identified tentatively as an oven (Feature 23,layer

IV) is much larger at l.25m.long and an average thickness of 5cms. An "ash deposit"

in layer II is slightly smaller than this - 1.15m maximum dimension, and average 2-3

cms thick. There was also an "unlined fire pit" (layer unspecified), 1.05m internal

diameter, and 40 cms deep, which contained a thick ash deposit at the base and thin

charcoal lens at the top (McCoy, pers. comm. to Green 2004).

The partially-excavated oven in SE-RF-I9 was ca 90cm wide x 1.6m long, and up to

30cm deep. It was filled with stones (Green 1979 field notebook), but was not

apparently coral outlined. At Nenumbo (SE-RF-2), in the area south of the main
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structure, a number of smaller pits containing numerous oven stones were interpreted as

earth ovens (Sheppard and Green 1991:95). There is no record that these were stone-

outlined like the Mdailu and Ncivlad examples either, so that there are no Reef Island

examples of comparable form to the Santa Cruz ovens. This might be either a rcal

difference in construction, or simply a matter of preservation.

Best (1984:552-3) provided some ethnographic basis for interpreting size ranges in

earth ovens. Eight earth ovens observed in use fell broadly into two size classes, with

those smaller than about 85cm diameter for family use, and anything bigger servicing a

larger gathering. As Best observed, ".. a relatively small increase in oven diameter

results in a markedly larger amount of food and number of people" (1984:553). The two

ovens providing for ca 100 people were 150 cm diameter, but only 20 cm deep (1984:

552 Table 7.13). The domestic ovens (supplying from 4-11 persons) were larger in

diameter overall (from 75-95cm) than the archaeological examples from the Reef-

Santa Crtz.

Burials and cemeteries

Davenport did not report on traditional burial practices. Dillon learned only that the

people of Santa Cruz "bury their dead under ground" (1972U829]:30a). O'Ferrall

(1908:13), Codrington (1593:263) and Coombe (191 l:190) all recorded that a deceased

person (or a dead man) was buried within his house. The body was placed close to the

central fire (O'Ferrall 1908: l3). Codringlon described the grave as "very deep", the

body being well wrapped in mats (1972[1891]: 263). Subsequently, the bones were

disintened, the skull was kept in a basket, and some bones were made into arrowheads

(O'Ferrall 1908:13). He did not say what happened to the rest of the skeleton.

Evidence from Dai village (below) suggests the deceased was not always disinterred.

Speiser asserted that a chief was buried in his men's house, which was then abandoned

(1916:53), but I can find no corroboration for this statement.

Burial within the house occurred on the Reef Islands also, where the deceased was

wrapped in mats, and buried in a leaf-lined trench within his house (Girieud and

Herrenscmidt 1898:107). I am unsure whether this was the case amongst Polynesian

speakers, or only Main Reef Island dwellers, however. Wilson described another

practice in the Main Reef Islands (on Banga Netepa), involving burial in a fenced-in

graveyard. A platform was erected over the grave, on which was placed red feather

money in the case of a wealthy man, or a food offering for the rest (Wilson 1932:136).

This appears to be a traditional practice not an innovation in a Christian village. At Te

Motu, he observed the body of one of the teachers being transported to a graveyard.
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The body was lying on a fragment of canoe that was carried above the heads of the

burial party of women(1932:123).

According to Speiser, a skull cult existed on the southem coast of Nendo, and in parts

of the Reef Islands, but not in Graciosa Bay (1916:112). The skull was painted with

ochre and the orifices plugged with wooden stoppers (1913:286, 1916:ll2). Skulls

were placed in the dancing area, where people danced around them, then were removed

to the storage frame over the fire (although he does not say if this is the frame in the

dwelling or the men's house). Skulls might also be carried about. This treatment also

applied to the skulls of women and children (1913:286). D'Obrenan (1939), Coombe

(1911:90), and O'Ferrall (1903) corroborate the treatment of the skull, but no other

references have been found to people carrying skulls about with them.

Burial within the house is confirmed for Group I sites by excavations from Dai village.

Burials were found in three locations at Dai, associated with both rectangular and round

house forms, and in another case, in "an unmarked living area" (McCoy and Cleghom

1988:l I l). None contained grave goods (1988:111-112). The burials were of different

forms, although we are not told which forms are associated with which features: "some

burials were articulated and in a prone position, while others consisted of a jumble of

bones from several individuals in shallow pits" (1988:111). ln Napo village (SE-SZ-4),

Graciosa Bay, the non-concentrated coastal midden mound typical of the amorphous

mounds on which houses were constructed also contained a burial pit cut from layer I

into layer II. This was not fully excavated but contained the top of a cranium and some

infracranial bones. Two human long bones were exposed near the base of layer II, but

were not excavated frlther (Kirch n.d.:2).

At Ndvlari, burials were found in both the small and large overhangs, in the mid-late

ceramic period. In the late ceramic period (layer VIII) in the main overhang a child was

buried in a shallow pit. At this time, houses were constructed at the front of the smaller

overhang, so the burial is separate from the houses. In layer XI (mid-late ceramic

context) in the smaller overhang, an adult was buried in an extended position.

Until recently, comparatively little was known about Lapita burial practices, although

some patterns of interment could be recognised, related to burial position and attention

focussed on the head. Flexed burials with head orientation to the west, or lying on the

right side, were documented for Event Phase IV at SAC (Watom, 720'560 B.C.), from

Waya (Fiji, site Y2-25,2700 BP), and from the Lapita site WKO013B (New Caledonia,

500 B.C.) (Anson, Walter and Green 2005, Green and Anson 2000, Valentin 2003).

Flexed seated burials were documented from SAC (Burials 4 and 6) (Green and Anson
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2000), and from the Lapita site (WKO013C, ca 1015-780 B.C.) (Valentin 2003).In the

latter case, the skull was covered by an intact paddle-impressed pot. Four of the eight

SAC burials were lacking skulls. In one of these (burial l), the only individual lacking a

burial pit and laid out fully supine, the position of the skull was marked by a stone slab.

The skull was also present on an adult female burial excavated by Nunn from Naitabale

on Moturiki, and she may have been buried wearing a headdress (Anonymous 2005).

The Teouma site in Vanuatu has produced many more skeletons (at least 24 in two

seasons), and many more variations on interment practice related to position of the

corpse. This mortuary assemblage also confirms the attention paid to the head. Twenty-

three headless skeletons have been reported, although the presence of teeth with those

excavated in the second season indicated they had originally been buried with their

heads. For the latter group, the positions where the heads would have been were marked

by flat pieces of coral topped with Conus shell rings. The individuals were buried in a

range of positions - on their side, prone, supine, and with legs apart. The first field

season revealed the burial of an elderly man with three skulls placed on his chest. ln

this site, Lapita pottery is associated with the human remains, in a number of ways -

pottery sherds were found in the grave pits; one pot contained a skull; and another pot

(with face decoration and three modelled pottery birds along the rim) contained human

bones (Clausen 2005).

The latest finds suggest that Lapita practices were quite diverse. Overall we now have

eidence for: the use of burial grounds; burials with and without pits; in some but not all

cases, removal of the skull after initial interment and marking its position; a range of
body positions; and variable use of pottery in the mortuary ritual.

The archaeological data relating to burials in the Reef-Santa Cruz case is sparse and

highly variable, and what is present has been published in minimal detail. lnterment is

a feature of all periods (by extrapolation for the decorated Lapita period). Until the

protohistoricftristoric period (Group I sites), irrespective of body position, all burials

seem to have been physically separate from houses. Absence of grave goods is

characteristic of all reported Reef-Santa Cruz burials, although objects may have been

associated with Lapita burials.

Cult/god/spirit houses - documentary evidence

In the recent past, Bblig images of tutelary deities were stored in special houses on

Santa Cruz, in the Main and Outer Reef Islands (Davenport 1964U1969,1972a). See

Plate 4.6 for a "ghost house" on Polynesian-speaking Matema. The deities were

represented as carved posts or staffs, the style being similar in the three locations (see
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Plate 4.7). Only men venerated the tutelaries; women had little to do with them. The

cult houses of the Main Reefs are described in greater detail by Davenport than those of

Santa Cnv. There the cult house was communal, used by all wards of the village, and

located at the margin of the village bcause of its sacred contents. There might be more

than one per village (Davenport 1969:165-166). On Polynesian-speaking Matema, the

relationship between village wards and cult houses seems to have been more specific -

each of the three sections of the village had its ownfale atua and dance ring (Davenport

1972a:61). Coombe (1911:199) confirmed this association on Matem4 and Wilson

(1932140) said the same for the "Reefs". Geometric designs might be painted on

rafters and posts (Davenport 1969:237). lnside were racks or bases on which the carved

images of the deities were supported (1969:238). On Santa Cntz, the racks might also

be carved with figures, and worn out rolls of red feather money might be placed next to

them (Davenport 1990:104). Gillett indicated that a non-portable form of duka post

(Natapo) would be incorporated into the superstructure of the ghost house itself- one

post at each corner and two larger ones in the middle (1939:154). These massive posts

were carved and painted black and white, and their length varied according to the height

of the house (Gillett 1939:154).

References to ghost or cult houses come predominantly from the closing decades of the

nineteenth century and after, and often from missionaries and their associates. There is

some confusion about their distribution on Santa Cruz. The missionary Forrest

informed Bishop Montgomery that "ghost houses" had been introduced to Santa Cruz

from the Reef Islands, (by which he seems to mean the Polynesian speakers), and that

they had a restricted distribution on the north coast of Santa Cruz, not being built by

those living inland or on the southem coast (Montgomery 1896:138,149). Foy,

however, asserted (inconectly) that the spirit houses were found only on Tomotu Neo

and the Reef Islands (Foy in Speiser 1916:115).

In the late historic period, this structure seems to vary the most in location, construction

quality, size and ornamentation. It might be a fine, spacious building with massive

beams in one village, and a poorly constructed hut in another (O'Ferrall 1908:21).

Among the Polynesian speakers, the ghost house on Nupani was regarded as a very fine

example (O'Ferrall 1908:21), while one on Pileni was an undistinguished building in

which the wall plate, ridge pole and rafters were decorated with red, black, white and

yellow paint (Coombe 1911:190, 203). In a Te Motu cult house, the central beam was

carved to represent a shark and the walls were covered in white, red and black paintings

of ghosts engaged in pursuits such as fishing, or making canoes. Pigs were also

depicted frequently (O'Fenall 1908:21). Wilson observed pigs, canoes and food

pictured in a Santa Cruz cult house (Wilson 1932:ll3). He was invited into the ghost
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house in some villages in Santa Cnn. They were sqwre like the men's houses but

elevated, with a low entrance concealed by banana leaves, and the floor covered in

mats (Wilson 1932:113). The photograph of a cult house on the Outer Reef Islands

(from Coombe I 9l I :opp. p. I 97) shows a detail not otherwise described in the literature

- the roofed structure has neither side walls, nor a wall at the one end visible in the

photograph (see Plate 4.7).

The most detailed description of the interior of a cult house was written by

Montgomery, who visited Natei's "dilapidated" ghost house in Nelua village, Santa

Cruz inA.D. 1892:

"It was a curious place, spacious, and painted all over; that is to say, all
the wooden beams had devices in red and figures not unlike Egyptian
paintings, only much ruder. In the center of the house there stood a row of
poles cut at the top until they might have passed for bed-posts, and some

six feet high. Two of these, in place of standing upright, were in a

horizontal position. These posts are supposed to be figurative of ancestors.

I think I heard that they had names, but no-one seemes to understand why
two occupied a position differing from the rest ...behind the posts, which
were about eight in number, I think, there were pens made of bamboo,

some five feet long and two or three feet wide, not unlike little pigsties,

with sides two or three feet high. There was nothing in them, but I was

given to understand that they were receptacles for food."

Montgomery (1896:136)

Little pens for food offerings (Montgomery 1896:136) are not mentioned by others,

who instead described another rectacle for food - "a heavy, square structure" (Wilson

1932:ll3) or "bedstead shaped" and located near the entrance, according to Coombe

(1911:190). O'Ferrall (1908) did not mention this structure. Other items observed

inside cult houses were conch shells, and canoe parts brought to be blessed before a

joumey (Wilson I932:ll3). The missionaries thought the decorated stocks represented

departed ancestors, the smaller examples supposedly representing women and children

(Coombe l9l1:190, Wilson 1932:ll3). O'Ferrall claimed that the stocks represented

people who had been influential or distinguished during their lives (1908:21). See Plate

4.7 for duka posts/stocks in an Outer Reef Island ghost house.

The location of the cult house varied - it might be close to the men's house inside the

village, or beyond the village wall in the bush (O'Fenall 1908: 21). Wilson describes

them as being located "just outside" the men's house, but it is not clear if he referred to

Santa Cruz or Te Motu examples (Wilson 1932:126).
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Quiros' narrative confirms that each village had a building with religious significance.

The "oracle" was a long house in which were kept "human figures in half relief, badly

carved" (Markham 1967119041:52). There is no suggestion that the building was

located peripherally at this time.

Cult/god/spirit houses - archaeological evidence

The cul/god or ghost houses are known archaeologically only from late (Group I) sites.

In Dai village, two god houses lay to the west of the dance circle where there were few

other structures, and were separated from the densest residential area by a path and

stone walls. Their position could not be described, however, as being completely

peripheral. One was ca3lm2 in are4 and the other ca 19m2. The "god/spirit house" in

the Nandabu part of the Naiavila complex is not a traditional structure, but was built

after A.D.1930 when Nandabu was reoccupied by a religious cult.

Dancing grounds - documentary evidence

Davenport discussed the location, construction and use of dance grounds in recent

times. The circular dancing ground was the place where community entertainments

(involving dancing and feasting over a prolonged period) were held. These occasions

were sponsored by men's house associations, and on Santa Cruz fulfilled the religious

purpose of appeasing aggrieved deities (1975b:al, but elsewhere they had secular

purposes. On the Main Reefs the circular dance ground was positioned close to the

men's house and to dwellings (Davenport 1969:165), on Santa Cntz, however, it was

close to a men's house, but "some distance away" from dwellings (Davenport

1975b:40). See Plate 4.1 for the location of a dancing ground relative to the men's

house on Pileni.

The dance cycle involved a series of events staged over a number of years. The dancing

ground was refurbished specially for each dance cycle (Davenport 1975b:40), but was

closed when the cycle was completed. Each event lasted 24-36 hours, (with dancing

taking place at night), and required that special feast foods be provided for guests from

other villages (1975b40,46). The expenditure of effort and resources required to host

an event ultimately required contributions from most adult members of a community

(Davenport 2005:46) At some point, this hospitality would be reciprocated

(r97Sb:al.

Various observers confirmed explicitly the circular shape on Santa Cruz and in the Reef

Islands (e.g.Coombe l91l:177, O'Ferrall 1908.23, Speiser l9I3:283, Wilson

1932112), and there are no reports of any other shape. Wilson estimated the size of

Cruzian circles as about 18 yards diameter (1932:ll2). Construction details are
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limited - they are walled or fenced in with huge discs of coral (Codrington

l972ll89ll:333), Wilson 1932:ll2). Dancing grounds on Pileni had 3-4 entrances

each, a smooth surface, and were edged with flat slabs of coral (Coombe l9ll:203).

The earthen floor was prepared very carefully to make as much noise as possible when

dancers stomped on it (Davenport 1975b:41). Lines were stretched across the dance

circle, from which were suspended leaves folded into shapes such as canoes and nets

that represented the occupations by which the men who sponsored the event had earned

their wealth (1975b.46 Fig.2). Wilson (1932:146) described a similar arrangement on

Te Motu. Women and children participated in the dancing, following behind the choir,

and senior men (Davenport 1990:40).

There was at least one dancing ground in every village (O'Fenall 1908:23), located near

every great man's house on Santa Cruz (Codrington I972U89ll:333), or in the middle

of the village (Wilson 1932::ll2). The missionaries thought the dance grounds were

individually owned rather than being associated with a men's house (Codrington

1972|5911:333, Wilson 1932:113 ). Wilson (1932:113) suggested that a dance

ground was inherited, and constituted a financial burden for the owner who was obliged

to stage events when requested by friends and relatives. While Davenport observed

women participating in the dances, the missionaries suggested that women were only

rarely allowed to join in with the men, and held their dances by themselves (Coombe

lgll 177, O'Ferrall 1908:23). Pileni had two dancing grounds, one for men and one for

women (Coombe I9ll :203).

MacQuarrie provided the only description of a dancing circle on the southern coast that

I know of. The circle of "upright stones" seen in Gnau village suggests an altemative

material to the coral slabs used elsewhere, and perhaps a slightly different form.

"Although Gnau had not accepted Christianity, its people were not
enthusiastic heathen, if one could judge from the derelict condition of their
place of worship. This was a circle of upright stones standing pew-like,
enclosing what was probably a dancing space perhaps sixty feet in
diameter. It followed the form of the ancient maraes common in the

Society and Tuamotu groups. The temple looked to me as if it has been

recently cleared after years of disuse. I could see no signs of regular
heathen worship"

(MacQuanie 1946:127 italics in original).

The earlier ethnographic sources are rather disappointing on the subject of dancing

grounds. The Spanish do not mention such a feature, but refer to "barbacaos" of cane

located between or in the centre of the long houses (Markham 1967II904f:52), which is

translated in Dalrymple as "some stages of canes" (196711770]:194). Bumey's
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translation is more informative - the feature is a "court-yard within a cane railing"

associated specifically with the second large communal or public house (Bumey

1967[806]:168). Graebner suggested this courtyard space might be the dance area

(Graebner 1962|9091:36). Given the distinctive appearance of the modern form when

maintained for use, and the proximity to men's houses, we might have expected the

otherwise observant Spanish to have noticed them had they existed in a more

monumental form. If it was a dance area" there is insuffrcient information in the

intervening narratives to determine more precisely when the change from cane fencing

to coral walls might have occurred.

Dancing grounds - archaeological evidence

In the site survey of Santa Cntz, remains of dance circles were recorded in eight old

village sites, including the village said to have been occupied by the missionary West

(SE-SZ-22). The smallest dance circle recorded is 8m in diameter (SE-SZ-3), and the

largest is 12.5m in diameter (SE-SZ-l5). The record from SE-SZ-2 provides the most

detail. This dance circle is located on the edge of a seaward-facing terrace that reaches

a maximum height of 1.5m. The inner stone circle is enclosed around two thirds of its

circumference by an outero thicker stone wall. There is one point of entry through the

double wall. On the seaward edge of the terrace is a rough stone pavement. In the

Main Reef Islands, six old village sites (of 16 recorded) included dance circles, of

which one (SE-RF-31) had an earthen rim, a form not described previously.

There is no evidence that the present form of Reef-Santa Cruz dance circles is

particularly old, in fact both archaeological and historical sources suggest the opposite.

Within the dancing circle at Mateone village in Graciosa Bay a total area of 24n? was

excavated up to a meter depth, revealing six cultural layers (McCoy and Cleghorn

1988:ll0). The dance circle was approximately ll.2m in diameter, was constructed on

a coral filled platform, and excavation revealed three superimposed clay floors

( 1988: 1 1 0). Refirbishment of the floor surface in this manner provides archaeological

support for Davenport's statement that a dance floor, once constructed, is used

intermittently over a period of some years, and then falls into disrepair once the

festivity is completed (Davenport 1975b:40). Three lines of evidence from Mateone

consistently point to a recent construction date (<200 years) - the Cl4 date is less than

200 yrs BP for the earliest of the three prepared floors; European items in the site are

found in layers contemporaneous with or later than the dance circle; and local

informants suggested the dance circle was constructed in the 19th century (McCoy and

Cleghorn 1988:110-11l). At Dai village, urlike the Mateone example, no structures

were found underlying the centrally located dance circle, but the construction sequence

in both cases was "similat" (1988:11l).
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The dance circle in Naiavila was over 10m in diameter, sited adjacent to the men's

house, and was outlined by a stone wall with a base ca2lcmthick. The stones used for

this structure were smaller than those used for house platforms. Two charcoal samples

associated with the dance circle were submitted for C14 dating, but their interpretation

is complicated by the fact that part of the dance circle overlays what might have been a

house structure. Yen was disinclined to link the clearing of the former house structure

with the construction of the circle itself, and concluded that "...dancing, at least in the

form suggested by the dance circle, was a comparatively recent introduction from the

coast" (Yen 1976b:223). According to his informants, the dance circle was constructed

ca A.D.1920 (Yen 1976b:220).

Oral histories also suggest the monumental form is a recent innovation. Davenport

reported that, " There are numerous charter myths that explain just how knowledge

about the costume and the event, just a few generations ago, was imparted to humans"

[from the deities] (1975b:42).

Other structures

Below are listed various features reported in the narratives or site record forms,

additional to the four main structures discussed by Davenport. Refer to Tables 4.1 and

4.2, and Figures 4.1-4.5.

Rubbish disposal and mounds

I have found no narratives that mention rubbish disposal practices in these islands. The

following discussion combines descriptions of midden bearing sites in the Site Record

Forms with excavation data, which together show variability in midden content and

accumulation processes. The site categories are principally those used by Green.

Pottery bearing mound sites

On the Main Reef Islands, a low ridge, possibly a mound, was located peripherally to

SE-RF-5 (a site with Lapita pottery). SE-RF-7 was described as a scatter of mostly

plain pottery on the surface of a low mound. Two mound sites with plain pottery were

recorded on Lomlom (Ngabelipa) - SE-RF-I9, subsequently excavated, and SE-RF 32

(classified by Green as an old village site). SE-RF-l9 lies inland, and consists of two

pottery bearing mounds (described previously). SE-RF-32 is located above a coral

limestone cliff (2-3m elevation), and consists of one mound 54m x 30m, and a lower

parallel mound to the northeast end of the site, also bearing pottery. SE-RF-l9 and32,

therefore, are both sizeable, contain plain pottery, and have ancillary mounds.

Sites with midden mounds
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Sites classified as midden mounds were those lacking features such as walls or dance

circles typical of old village sites of the late period, and also lacking pottery. Five sites

on the Main Reefs sites were classified as midden mounds (SE-RF-27,28,33,34,39).

Two were described as "low" mounds, but no dimensions were stated. SE-RF-33 was

50cm high. SE-RF-34 contained a large mound, 50m x30m, and 0.75-1m high. This

may have an old house floor undemeath as white beach sand was revealed during

planting. In three sites, mangrove and sea grtns marine shells were visible (SE-RF-

33,34,39). ln the case of SE-RF-39 at least, informants said that mangrove growth in

the area was recent (i.e. containing historic European items).

Only one site on Santa Cruz was classified as a midden mound, SE-SZ-52 on Lord

Howe (Tdmotu Noi) Island. This was a low mound of shell and other debris, located

several hundred metres inland from the coast. No stone outlined features of any kind

were seen, nor was pottery reported. Some human bones were disturbed during

planting. Two sites in the Outer Reef Islands were classified as midden mound sites.

The Matema site (SE-RF-13) consisted of a number of low mounds, (0.5-1.0m deep),

some of which were definitely midden. The low modern rubbish mounds on Nupani

(SE-RF-l5) may have been associated with an early stage of the now-abandoned

village.

On Santa Cntz, the Main and Outer Reef Islands, some sites classified as old villages

included midden mounds. Twelve of sixteen Main Reefs sites recorded as old villages

also incorporated rubbish mounds. Most sites had several mounds, often varying in

size. SE-RF-3 had numerous mounds which were l-2m high, and 10-15m in size, with

midden on the surface. In SE-RF-38, the mound was 50m long, and 2m high. Other

mounds are described as low (e.g SE-RF-29) or small (SE-RF-37). The location also

seems to vary: in SE-RF-30, deep mounds were seen on the northeast end of a modern

village; in SE-RF-38, the mound was seaward of the houses; in SE-RF-17, an old

village on a sea cliff, the rubbish mounds were located around the houses and in the

gardens next to them. One mound (SE-RF-18-1) included coral floor fill. Three of the

remaining four old village sites also contained midden deposits. In SE-RI'-I, a modern

village with an old dance circle, most of the rubbish dumped at the back of the village

was recent.

On Santa Cruz, site record forms for 16119 old villase sites (excluding the Mendafia

site), contained no reference to midden or midden mounds. However, the annotation

on the Site Record form for SE-SZ-5l (an old village on Tdmotu Noi) suggests that

midden was more common in Santa Cruz sites (as does the excavation evidence

reviewed below). In SE-SZ-5l, an old dance circle was situated 50m back from the
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beach. Behind this, "in both directions parallel to the coast are typical low rubbish

mounds marked by black charcoal stained soil and discarded midden shell" (Green 28

Jan 1979, italics mine). Midden was remarked upon in two other Cruzian old village

sites (SE-SZ 6&7).

On Nupani, (SE-RF-l4, an old village site) six rubbish mounds were counted. These

were 0.5-1.5m high, 2-3m wide and 3-4m long. "Some have blocks of coral stone

associated, one of which forms the curbing of rounded edge of some structure" (Green,

7 July 1970). ATerebra shell adze was collected from the site.

Site s clas sifie d as midden scatters/midden/midden section

Three Main Reefs sites were recorded as midden scatters or midden (SE-RF-25,26 &

20). All were near a cliffedge. SE-RF-25 had a dry stone masonry wall associated with

it, as did SE-RF-20, which an informant said was the rubbish durnp for one of the old

village sites. Although not dated directly by radiocarbon, these sites do not appear to

have any great antiquity, and may well be from the last several hundred years of the

sequence.

On Pileni, wave action exposed midden to a depth of ca 2m in SE-RF-IO. An oven

feature was exposed in section, and burials were seen eroding to the east of the midden .

In a second midden site on Pileni (SE-RF-l l), midden was observed underneath a stone

walled pigpen.

Excavation sheds some light on rubbish disposal techniques, by differentiating

habitation mounds from midden mounds, as well as identifuing some cases where

midden has been disposed of off-site. The non-concentrated midden mound excavated

by Kirch in Graciosa Bay, was typical of the midden accumulations on which houses

were still being built. The site had two cultural layers, house foundations, ovens and

burials but contained little shell or bone refuse, and relatively few artefacts. Water-

rolled gravel in layers I and II was thought to have been deposited in the site as paving

material in and around house floors. Sparse shell midden was found in both layers, but

could not always be distinguished from water-rolled shell brought in with the coral

gravel. The midden mounds referred to in the Site Record Forms that contained coral

floors, or human bones may be examples of this sort.

On excavation, the Lapita and plainware-bearing site of Mdailu (SE-SZ-33) also proved

to be a habitation mound. "The area selected for excavation is noticeably raised,

appearing to Green to be an artificial mound. Excavation of some 23m2 demonstrated

that it was the product of sequential occupations overlying horizontally bedded beach
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deposits" (McCoy and Cleghorn 1988:108). The site included numerous features such

as burials, ovens, coral cobble floors, and house foundations, but also a range of

portable artefacts and pottery.

SE-RF-3 appears to be a late Main Reef Island example of a refuse mound, but may

have had habitation and burial uses in its earlier stages, suggested by the probable coral

cobble pavement at level 10, and the presence of disarticulated human bones from

several individuals. It incorporated ash lenses, plentiful charcoal, copious shellfish,

some bone and portable artefacts, but no features except the pavement. There may be

some ritual significance to the deposition of almost intact piglets in the lower layers

(Smith pers. comm. - discussed further in Chapter Eight). The variation in mound sizes

in the site record forms suggest that some have been used for extended periods of time.

SE-RF-3 resembles the Su'ena mound in Uki (BB-2-7), which accumulated over a

period of about 500 years to a depth of 1.7-I.9 m (Green 1976c:186, 190). Su'ena is

remarkable for the absence of features (one oven only) but comparatively high content

of anefacts, including many ornaments, and very considerable shell and bone content.

The microstructure of the mound, and presence of one species of land snail not eaten by

locals, suggested it was built up through repeated dumping or sweeping episodes when

small quantities of rubbish, sometimes covered with vegetation, were added (Green

1976c:187).

As discussed in Chapter Two, SE-M-19 is a rubbish mound, being composed

principally of coral ovenstones and a few imported volcanic ones. The site record forms

include other pottery bearing mounds, which might (on the evidence of SE-M-19 and

SE-SZ-33) be either rubbish or habitation mounds.

Some excavated sites contained little midden. At the Mateone dance circle site,

McCoy and Cleghorn found that shell and midden "was relatively sparse, perhaps

reflecting the current practice of discarding rubbish into the sea" (1988:l l0). At SE-

RF-2, Green noted that the midden remains "are those of a non-concentrated midden

quite insufficient to constitute more than a minor part of the daily diet of even a small

group of people from a settlement inhabited for any length of time. Perhaps some

remains were dumped elsewhere" (1976a:258). As Spriggs has observed, rubbish

disposal practices in Lapita sites have not been studied systematically, but included

disposal into the sea from Mussau stilt houses, and accumulation of midden mounds on

Tonga and at the Ifo site (2003:208). The Kiki phase on Tikopia may provide

evidence of yet another early method - two round bottomed pits containing midden

excavated in layer II of Site TK-4 were interpreted as possible trash pits (Kirch and
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Yen 1982:120 Table 10, Features 11 and 14). The larger was 75-100 cm diameter, and

35 cm deep; the smaller was 50 cm diameter and 40cm deep.

The excavation evidence does not account for all the midden deposits described in the

site record forms. The locus of dumping was variable, sometimes quite close to and

other times removed from villages. Difflerent dumping strategies have been employed

at different kinds of sites. and at different times.

Seguau structures

On Santa Cruz and the Main Reefs only. a temporary building was constructed for the

seguau ceremony, in which young men were initiated into the men's house, following a

period of isolation. The practice was discontinued on Santa Cruz around the early

1900s, and somewhat later (ca 1940) on the Main Reefs. On the Main Reefs, the house

contained one cubicle for each initiate and his attendants. The cubicles were not

interconnecting, and each had only one door. The house was torn down after the

ceremony was completed (Davenport 1969, 203-205, 212). On Santa Cruz the

ceremony differed in some details, and the structure was built on the outskirts of the

village (Davenport 1969:213). Davenport saw in this isolation ritual an historical

relationship with the initiation rites of the Eastern Solomons (Davenport 1969:212).

Walls

While coral cobble walls are a noteable feature of late villages in the Reef Santa Cruz

islands, just what structures these walls enclosed seems to have varied. Different

views are offered concerning their purpose, by historical sources and informants.

In the Main Reefs and Santa Cruz, each ward of the village (men's house, group of
dwellings and probably a dance ring) was walled or fenced in (Davenport 1964a:66,

1969:165-166). On Santa Cruz, individual houses or groups of houses might also be

enclosed (Davenport 1969:166). The walls provided protection from arrows, and kept

pigs inside the ward but outside the dwelling (1969:165). On Matem4 each dwelling

was srurounded by its own low wall, with narrow paths between (Davenport

1972a:62). On Pileni the entire dwelling area was surrounded by a wall to keep pigs

from the cultivations, and each ward of the village was enclosed (Davenport

1972a:74).

Earlier reports are inconsistent. On Matema and Pileni, every house was enclosed by a

wall, according to Beattie (MS:l8, 52), while Coombe says on Matema a group of t'wo

or three houses were enclosed by a low wall,3-5 foot high (Coombe l9l1:199). The

photograph titled "Village with walled enclosures" shows groups of buildings of
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different kinds surrounded by substantial stone walls (Coombe 191 l:opp.p.l99). Such

clusters were also seen in other Reef Islands (Wilson 1932:140). Wilson observed that

Cruzian villages were divided up by walls, as protection against arrows (1932:lI2).

The enormous wall encircling the two villages of Naiavila and Nandabu (SE-SZ-I2)

was described as a pig wall, and enclosed an area of 6,000m2. Locally occurring

limestone outcrops provided construction material. The pig wall was 3-4 cobbles thick,

40cms wide, and probably reached a maximum height of about a metre (Yen

1976b:209). The gardens at Bloody Bay (Santa Cruz) were fenced with stone (Carteret

in Hawkeswo rth 17 7 5 :29 l).

The evidence concerning men's houses is ambiguous for the reason outlined previously.

D'Entrecastaux remarked on dry stone walls that surrounded "houses" standing near the

water's edge as he sailed the southem coast of Santa Cruz (Rossel 1808:372). Mambo

village (Santa Cruz) consisted of "several large houses surrounded by dry stone walls;

the floors matted over, with a cooking place in the centre like those at Mannicolo"

(Bushart's description to Dillon, 1972118291:301). Likewise, in Bloody Bay, the large,

roomy dwellings were generally sunounded with a stone wall (Rannie l9l2:174). In or

near Graciosa Bay, large "houses" in villages either side of the bay were observed by

Dillon as they sailed passed. Every house was surrounded by a dry stone wall, with an

opening or gateway (Dillon 1972|8291:290).

Where the dimensions of walls are mentioned, they are substantial - 4-5 feet in height

and thickness near Graciosa Bay (Dillon 1972|8291:29); 3-5 foot high on Matema

(Coombe l9ll: 198). Speiser mentioned walls a metre high bordering the paths

between houses (1 9l 6:55).

Two alternatives to stone/coral walls should be mentioned. Cultivations in the interior

of Santa Cnn were enclosed by fences of reeds to keep pigs out (Dillon

1972|8291:314, relying on the testimony of a Tikopian accompanying him, not first-

hand observation). Palisades defended the elevated villages on the southern coast

visited by MacQuanie (1946).

lnterestingly, the Spanish recorded walls of loose stones around individual houses in

Graciosa Bay (Markham 1967119041:52), but not substantial walls surrounding

segments of a village or the entire village, nor bordering paths within a village.

B readfr uit pres emation

Breadfruit was preserved by two methods - pit fermentation and drying. Davenport

reported the present day use of fermentation pits on Nupani (1972a:24). O'Ferrall
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(1908:27) mentioned a banana leaf lined and covered pit on Matem4 which was walled

against pigs. Coombe (1911:203-5) saw the same thing on Pileni. At Naiavila,

informants claimed that Feature T5 was a breadfruit fermentation pit. It was circular,

slightly less than lm in diameter, and formed of small limestone rocks, and had been

excavated originally on the assumption that it was an oven. On excavation, no charcoal

was found, but nor was there evidence suffrcient to convince Yen that it was a

fermentation pit (Yen 1976b:216-217). His ethnobotanical studies, however, extended

the historically attested production area of masi to include Santa Cruz island, although

in recent times it was seldom made outside Trevanion island and the Main Reefs (Yen

| 97 3 :3 5,197 4a:258,260).

The preservation of vegetable foods by pit fermentation is primarily confined to eastern

Oceania: eastern Melanesia, central and eastem Polynesia, and parts of Micronesia

(Kirch 1997:216). Archaeological evidence for early fermentation pits comes from

Western and Eastern Lapita sites: e.g. Nenumbo, Niuatoputapu and Tongatapu (Kirch

1997:216,303n27). At Niuatoputapu, the first evidence for pit ensilage comes from

Site NT-93 (in the plainware Pome'e phase 500 BC-AD 800) (Kirch 1988a:243).

Feature 3 (Site NT-93) was a "large, symmetrical pit with steep sides", 78cm diam and

52cm deep. Feature 4 (same site) was a "large symmetrical pit with nearly flat bottom

and steep sides", 100cm diam and 66 cm deep (Kirch 1988:110 Table l0).

Food fermentation pits appear late both in the Tikopia sequence, in Subphase T3 of the

Tuakamali phase (Kirch and Yen 1982:320 Table 51), and in the Anutan sequence (in

chronostratigraphic zones A and B only) (Kirch 1982:252). There is insufficient

archaeological evidence to determine whether the fermentation pits in the historic

period represent a retention from Lapita times, or reintroduction of the technique by

Polynesian speakers.

Another technique for preserving breadfruit was practised predominantly in the Main

Reef Islands. Tedder (1956:21) described the process of drying breadfruit to make

nobo, on Lomlom and Fenualoa. A large fire of smokeless firewood and stones was

made in a hole 60-90cm diam. and 30cm deep. Breadfruit segments were then

suspended for about six hours in a net over the fire. The dried product could be stored

for a year or more, and was traded to the Outer Reef Islands, Taumako and Santa Cruz

(Tedder 1956:21-22). The practice was followed to a lesser extent on eastern Santa

Cntz, Taumako and Utupua (Tedder 1956l.22). As the dimensions of the firepits are

encompassed within the size range of "ovens", the antiquity of this practice cannot be

established. ln Yen's view, the "biscuit" offered to the Spanish (which they thought was

made from roots) was actually nabo (Yen 1973:35).
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Sea walls

Carteret observed two villages on the northern coast that had stone breastworks on their

seaward side "like a fortification" (Hawkesworth 1775:292). One construction stood

four feet six inches high, and was uuranged in angles. To the west of Carteret's Point,

they saw another village with similar stone work in the front, and in this case, Careret

suggested it may have surrounded the village (1775:292). A. Markham assumed the

sea walls on Nukapu served defensive purposes, and had occasion to test their effrcacy.

The locals " were so well protected by their stone breast-works that it was impossible to

dislodge them, except by landing and driving them out " (Markham 1873:157). The

walls were semicircular lines of stone, about four and a half feet high, erected in

altemate lines in front of the village. He saw the same thing on Santa Cruz (1873:156).

Moresby described the same arrangement at Byron Bay (Santa Cruz), which he also

assumed to be defensive (Moresby 1876:86). The opinion amongst mariners, therefore,

seems to be unanimous.

Speiser asserted that all men's houses were erected on stone bases, but also the village

itself "lies on a terrace that slopes down to the beach in a perpendicular wall

approximately the height of a man" (1916:51) The inland side of each village was also

surrounded by a wall of man height, which extended out into the sea.

Speiser (1913:285) described high stone walls that separated the villages and extended

out into the sea. The walls were about the height of a man and had ruurow steps to

enable a person to climb over them. He interpreted these structures differently, and

argued they were more likely to afford structural support for village terraces, and

protection against heavy seas. In his opinion, they were not sufficiently extensive to

serve as refuges (like those of Taumako and Malaita) and, lacking breast-works, offered

no protection against ilrows (Speiser in Reisenfeld 1950:122'123).

Welk

In the modern villages of Santa Cruz, Davenport saw wells close to the men's houses on

the beach (Davenport 1964a:66). Wells were observed on the Reefs (Coombe

191 1:208) and Pileni had shallow wells that filled tidally, but their construction is not

described (Wilson 1932:135). Girieud and Herrenschmidt stated that the Reef Islands

had abundant sweet water, and that each village had two or three wells, surrounded by a

wall of coral, and shaded by trees. Another coral wall, 3 foot high, prevented children

and pigs from falling in (1898:106-107). Speiser mentioned circular hot springs located

near the men's house, about 1.5 m deep, and walled with coral stones (Speiser 1916:56).
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ln Graciosa Bay, Quiros observed wells that were stone lined, provided with steps by

which one could descend into them, with the opening covered by boards (Markham

1967lreO4l:s2).

Wells receive little attention in the archaeological reports. At Naiavila" which lacked

wells, water was collected in bamboo tubes, either when it rained, or from streams and

water holes on the plateau (Yen 1976b). In SE-RF-2, a large, deep, rectangular pit in

the south east comer of the excavated area has been interpreted as a well, and has a

stone-lined pit at its base (Green 1979:35, Sheppard and Green 1991:91).

Fishing traps

Stone walled fishing traps on the reef were observed by the Spanish at Santa Cruz

(Markdram 1967|9041:52), and were still seen in Davenport's time, when each men's

association had its fish traps on the reef adjacent to the men's house (Davenport

1964a:66).

Shrines, malete stones, and places with supernatural associations

There is scant mention in the literature of shrines or sacred places located away from

villages. Rivers (1914.231) was told by an informant about a sacred stone on one of

the Reef Islands, about two foot high, and surrounded by a low stone fence. O'Ferrall

reports another large stone on Te Motu, called Kio (a bird), "upon which offerings are

made, to guard the newly planted gardens from the ravages of bush fowls" (1908:2)

We also know from O'Ferrall of malete stones which were privately owned, possessed

supematural power, and could be rented out (1908:2). Codrington leamed of stones of

Santa Cruz ".... about which stories are told connecting them with the dukn, whether

ghosts or other spirits, which are the objects of worship; and on these betel-nuts are

placed as offerings" (1972[ 891]: 180).

At Nupani, three shrines associated with the breadfruit cult were still in use (Davenport

I972a:48). Two were small houses in which carved poles were kept, and the third was

a platform on four poles, each of which was named.

Green and Pawley (1999:81, and Fig.1.8) refened to a "small possible shrine" in the

Nenumbo site (SE-M-2). This consisted of a "formed pile of stones and clam shells"

(1999:81), located outside, and to the south of, the main structure.

Bush hutfor redfeather money

As an alternative to storage in the dwelling, red feather money might be stored in a hut

in the bush (O'Ferrall 1908:3) .
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Garden houses

These were structures where yam seeds were stored, and where families could sleep.

There were a few in the Main Reefs, but more on Santa Cruz where gardens could be

some distance from the village (Davenport 1969:172).

Turtle net stores

At Nupani, small raised structures for storing turtle nets were built on the beach

(Davenport 1972a:25).

Holes with upright stakes

On Huerta (Tomotu Neo), the Spanish encountered camouflaged "holes" dug into

paths, into which stakes were fixed vertically, to impale anyone walking over them

(Markham 1967|90a1:99). It appears from the narrative that the holes were dug in

retaliation for ill treatment by the Spanish, and were not a series of traps that had

already been laid to catch pigs, for example. The technique was also employed against

human quarry by Arosi speakers on San Cristobal (SES szda), and can be reconstructed

to PMP (*suja) and POc (*suja) (Osmond 1998:228).

Continuity and change in settlements - longterm context and local comparisons

This section summarises the changes documented in the preceding sections, and puts

them into a regional context.

A particulary noticeable change is the increasingly monumental character of
construction over time. In the protohistoric/historic period, coral cobble terraces and

house platforms, pavements and massive walls are highly visible features of villages.

The dance circle becomes an elaborate public space. The solidity of the walls is a

marked contrast to the fragility of the buildings. Coral pavements and house

foundations are not features of Reef-Santa Cruz Lapita sites of the early dentate

decorated phase. Coral house foundations/outlines first appear at Mdailu and Ndvlari in

plainware contexts. Substantial walls appear at some time thereafter, and given that the

Spanish refer only to walls around houses, may have become more extensive only in the

late historic period.

Dwelling shapes change over time, although a consistent feature of all periods is that

dwellings were built on the ground, not on stilts. On Santa Cruz, we have no

information about structures or architectural features for the period between ca A.D.100

and ca. A.D. 1400. In the historic period, both round and rectangular houses coexisted

on Santa Cntz, with a more tenuous possibility that oval-ended houses were built

inland. The appearance of round houses containing earth ovens, and in which the
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